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'~ e an(^ Scope of th e St]
:
"he effects of automation have been mc st often dis-
cussed in macro terms, e.g., the effects on the economy, the
effec on the labor force, and the im] ' on education.
There have been numerous books and articles written concern-
ing technological displacement, the problem of leisure and
other possible effects of automation on workers. Govern-
mental interest has been evidenced by congressional hearings
on the economic and manpower aspects of automation; by the
establishment of a presidential commission to "deter; line
the impact of automation and technological change on the
economy;" and by contract studies on certain economic am
social effects of automation. In addition, the macro-effects
of automation on society have been debated at a number of
conferences and seminars, often sponsored by educational
ether non-government organizations
.
Management has not been over -looked in these ,
but the imp ct of automation on management appears to have
1









2been | the least I aspects ' Ltion.
broad hypothesis underlying this stud;
tion of automated production s} tern < affect the resp(
sil ilities, roles and activities of man lent. John Dieb
a tcs
:
The accelerated Dace of technolo' Leal change poses
a serious challenge to management. i tion is
commonly focused on the problems involved in putting
nevv7 innovations to work and on the imbalances created
by such implementation. Perhaps e\ n ore far-
reaching in its impact on today's manager is the
effect technology is having on the very process of
management itself.
The purpose of this study is the investigation of
certain effect'-, of production automation on the process oJ
management in terms of the managerial functions oi planning,
controlling, organizing, staffing and directing. It is
hoped that the findings will make some contribution toward
a better understanding of automation management.
Automated systems would include, of course, those
installed in banks, insurance companies., and large retail
organizations and the "office automation" of many firms--
manufacturing ana otherwise. The scope of this si idy does
not include nor -manufacturing firms nor dees it include an
analysis of the effects of ;, office automation," It is co
fined to the investigation of certain ei ' ts oi products
automation in manufacturing firms.
o
John Diebold, Beyond Automation (New York: Mo-
ll ill Boo';. Company, 19 64), p. 15,

iearch
This study .is concern Lth how th tc~
:
;
' i :; oT planning, control : :
,
organizing, si Effing i nd
directing are Effe :ted by aut< Lting production, In 01
to provide a found Eor the i an extensive r< i of
the relevant literatur< s undertaken. The University o
Georgia Librai • was used ay the
,
Lry source of mati Lais
for ;"(.• review -. : the literature. The library resources o
the University of Georgia Center tor the f;Ludy of Autom; ;
and Society were also used. Additional literature was made
available from the private collections of several individual'
currently active in the field of automation. The .''.port of
the review of the literature is contained in Chapter i
I
In order to provide a framework for the main research
effort certain sub-functions or elements of each of the five
major managerial functions were identified for investigation
It was determined that the most practical means of obtaining
data was by a survey of selected companies and individu
managers, Two questionnai res were developed based on the
managerial sub-functions or eleme its identified Cor invesi L-
gation. The questionnaires were placed in final form with
the aid of m< fibers of the writer's graduate coirc :
A group of 990 manufacturing eo .. a
to receive the c;uc:m ; . ere d • or co to
answer. These 99 c< es we] ,000




I r explaj "pose of th
and requesting the company's cooperation. The cov letter
is contained in Appendix A. Of the 99 compa hick
questionnaires were sent, 247 co mies id with •
information pi ior to the cut-off date. Thus a us< a]
sponse rate of 24.9 per cent was experienced. Categori:
these 247 companies by "autc bed" and "non-automated" pro-
duction processes resulted in 131 companies (53 per cent)
falling in the automated qrcup and 116 companies (47 per
cent) in the non-automated group. Companies which checked
either A or B in response to Question 2 were placed .in the
automated group. Companies which checked C or D were placed
in the non-automated group. The complete questionnaire to
companies is presented be lev.'.
QUESTIONNATV;
1. Name and address of company:




D . M anua 1




answer to this question is "• s," what future
time period or periods does your plan include--i.e.
1 yr., 5 yr., 1 yr. and : . stc?

a wr.i I nt of
and goa]
Yes Mo
If your answer to this question Ls ," wou] ou
please enclose a copy of your st. ' >bj s.
Indicate by check- ' follov pes of
forecasting activities your co engages in; also
please indicate how often fo re made an<
] ngth of the forecasts.














I. Other (please explain)
6. Indicate by check-marks which of the following planning
or decision making techniques your company makes use of:
A. Bayesian statistics
B. Breakeven chart analysis
__C. Cost/Benefit analysis
__
__D. Critical path methods (PERT/COST , etc.)
_E. DELPHI
F. Economic lot size model
G, Economic order quantity model
H. Game Theory













7. How does your company measure the organization's perform-
ance? Using the following list of performance measures,
select and indicate by check-marks , the five (5) which
are most important for your company:
A. Absenteeism
"D (~* f"\ 1
*
?"m 1 'i Y : ~. J-TT q n^ >-^ ) 1 V> "1 ~> /-* -v~ / -. r > v- ^ Y-» ~ -» V* -i "I -^ f tT






H . Loyalty of employees
I. Market standing
J. Productivity
K . Profitabi 1 i ty
L. Quality of output
M. Reducing costs
N. Return on investment
0. ^ai etv ce< •.

p. . : .
Q. Othei (d cribe)
8. Which c^l the following description ; best ch b •
you]- Management Information I > .1?




___C. Electromechanical data procesi Lng
P. Electronic data processing—batch system
E. On-line, real-time electronic data processing
9 . For your production workers what type or types of wag
payment plans do you use? Using the following list







D. Other (please explain)
10. Would you please attach to this returned questionnaire
a list of occupational skill classifications for your
production employees, showing the number of employees
in each skill. Please use the standard classifications
from, the U.S. Department of Labor Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles. For example: 585.380 Cutting^~machin<
fixer (textile)
.
A group of 495 individual managers in 50 manufacturing
firms was selected to receive the questionnaire developed for
managers to answer. These managers were selected from Poor '
s
Register of Corporations , Directors and Executives and by
direct contact with top management of certain other selected
companies. Each questionnaire was accompanied by a cover
letter explaining the purpose of the study and requesting t]
naqer ' s cooperation. The cover letter is contain,

8o ;agers to whL q itionnaij
it, 216 maj < returned usable data rio to th t-oi
date—a useful response rate of 43. G per cent:. 01 th
216 gers, 116 (53.7 p i nt) were com firms with
production, and 100 (46.3 per cent) were from non-
autoraated firms. Those indicating A or B in response tc
Question 2 were placed in the automated group, and those
checking C or D were placed in the non-automated group. The
complete questionnaire to managers is presented below.
QUESTIONNAIRE
Par t I
1. Name and address of your company:
2. Is the production process in your company: (check one)
A. Automated
B. Partially automated




4. What is your present positron with the firm?
5,. How long have you been in your present position with the
firm?
6. How long have you been with your firm?
7. What is your total number of years of managerial expe]
ence?
8. lease indicate your educational background I checkin
the appropriate item below:
A . High hool or loss

C.
Colle je c 3uate
D Some post 1 late work
E. Masters d
F PhD« t AX | 1/ |
9, If you are a college graduate, please indicate what
degree or degrees you hold and the major field of study
for each cleorce;
irt II
For each of the following eight statements please indicate
your degree of agreement or disagreement by checking the
expression which best reflects your opinion:
1. The department head alone should determine the methods
to be followed in attaining departmental goals and objec-
tives. Strongly disagree. ; Disagree_ _; Uncer-
tain : Agree ; Strongly agree
.
2. Most employees feel unduly burdened if they are given
added authority and responsibility.
Strongly disagree ; Disagree ; Uncertain^ ;
Agree ; Strongly agree .
3. A manager can make effective use of the authority he
possesses due to his position in the organization only




; Disagree ; Uncertain ;
Agree
__
; Strongly agree ,'"
4. The personal goals and needs of employees are satisfied
i f they are pa id a d equate wages.
Strongly disagree ; Disagree__ ; Uncertain
__
_;
Agree ; Strongly agree ,
5. Most employees will exert their fullest cooperation and
effort if they are allowed to take part in and arc- g i > •
responsibility in making decisions that affect their \-
Strongly disagree^ ; Disagree ; Uncertain ;





Closi ! i i is d ; Li Ln th - b st of e
c ; Stro] disagree
__; Disagree ;
Unce] tai
_; Agree ; Strongly ag]
7. >loyees crave increasing re: abilities ;
independence
.
Strongly iisagree ; Disagr< ; Uncertain_
Agree ; Strongly agre .
8. Before making the final decision hi elf, the manager
should first let his subordinates search the various
alternatives and evaluate their consequences.
Strongly disagree ; Disagree ; Uncertain
Agree ; Strongly agree
Part III
What motivational factors do you feel contribute most posi-
tively to job satisfaction among employees? Please answer
this question by use of the following list of motivational
factors. From the list choose the five (5) factors which you
believe contribute most positively to job satisfaction and
indicate your choices by check-marks.
Achi evemen t
Advanc einent
Company policy and administration
^Opportunity for personal growth
Recognition for achievement











cit ation" of the Study
There are two m
,
• tions of this study,
is the fact that the group of com] mies selectee' as
the companies from which the 3 roup of managers 1 elei ted
arc heterogeneous with respect to indu ' try and prod;;-' cJ
fication. There are differences in production autoim tion
between industries and from one product to another. It is
well known that production automation in the petroleum indu
try is quite different from automation in the metal working
industries. Within the metal Industrie:-; the automatic pro-
duction of wire in a continuous strip is a process very
different from the automatic production and assembly of
automotive engines. Because:, of these differences between
automated processes, the effects of automation on management
may vary from industry to industry and from product to prod-
uct. This study was undertaken with this possible limitation
in mind. However, a fundamental assumption was made that.
while the companies surveyed may be heterogeneous in terms
of industry and product classification, the management of
these companies is close to homogeneous based on the prin-
ciple of the transferability of management and the uni^
saiity of the major fund ions of management. The study of
the effects of production automation on management within
given industries is an area for further research.
The other major limitation is that the study does not
account for the: effects of company size >n m.

12
the func : • unction nd : investigated
Is ."' : : ' size of the '•''> loes have an effect,
or exai the extent of long raj planning. rJ ;
ilities of th research situation precluded measuring J -
effects of size. This too is a possible i ea fo] fu] ther
research.
The Order of the S tu
The subsequent material of this study is organized
the following manner.
Chapter II presents a review of the relevant litera-
ture including sections on the definition, history, and
state-of-the-art of automation,. This chapter also includes
a discussion of the parallel development of the management
process and technology.
Chapters III, IV, V and VI contain the report of the
primary research effort: conducted in conjunction with the
study. These chapters are concerned with the effects of
production automation on the managerial functions of plan-
ning, controlling, organizing and staffing, and directin
respectively
,
Chapter VII completes the study by giving a summa]
and the significant conclusions. Certain il] ii ' . i
materials are presented Ln the Appendix.

CI '] R II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATU]
Introductj on
Technological change in the form of automation has
received increasing attention in recent years among men < f
academia. government, industry ana labor. The increased
interest in automation is manifested by numerous books and
articles written on the subject, by congressional hearings,
by government contract studies undertaken, by the establish-
ment of labor committees to evaluate the invpact of automation
and by a number of conferences and seminars on automation
sponsored by educational and other non-government organiza-
tions. It has been said that the world is experiencing a
"second industrial revolution" which might be appropriately
termed "the era of automation.""" Some have called this a
mental revolution to distinguish it from the first industrial
revolution which extended and replaced the muscle power of
2
men and animals with machines. Nov7, certain mental func-
tions can be taken over by automation devices such as elec-
tronic computers and feedback-controlled transfer machines.
William Francois,
^
ut2£lVrLti9n - lzB^}^^'£l^±l^^^B. ^2^S-
of Age (New York: The MacmilJan Cor pan "' .; 22.
2Edward B. Dels, '. Ltd ; Relal •
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Win: ton, Inc., ~j

14
Continuous advance in manufacturing technolog has
nam factor in man's climb toward a more < "
civilization. Automation signals a significant advance in
pre-' I ion technology. Made possible largely by i! in
electronics, automation is a complex technolog]
.
e iplo; i d in
such systi as automatic transfer and assembly in the metal
working industries and the continuous flow processes of the
petroleum and chemical industries.
Observers are divided in their attitudes about the
consequences or effects of automation. Discussion and del
range over a broad spectrum of social and economic questions
related to automation. This dissertation is limited to a
study of certain effects of industrial production automation
on management. The purpose of this chapter is to review the
relevant literature to provide a foundation for the study.
The Problem of Definition
Automation is no longer a new subject and yet a multi-
plicity of definitions continues to cause semantic confusion.
The Clark Committee on Manpower Policy of the United States
Senate observed:
This lac 1 of understanding (of the impact of techno-
logical change) stems from a confusion of tongues—
a
failure to define terms and a tendency to lump all
technological dev. ' its under one increasingly
meaningless term: autor ition. A paucity of statis-
tical data and a tendency to ignore that which does
not square with cherished preconceptions is also to
some extent responsible. A final element has been th

natural 1 ;ncy of every , . !
ari oJ the elephant.
i , hi
;
The confusion surrounding the word "automation"
such that it has been used to characte] Lz« te< hnology as
an evolutionary and a revolutionary process, to describe the
novelty of arrangements that link one machine with another,
and Lo denote the unusual capabilities of engineering form:
particularly those that improve upon the contributions to
productivity otherwise made by labor.. The term has been used
to describe almost every economic change that might be con-
templated, including changes in plant layout, product design,
Ajob design and methods for quality control, as well as the
application of electronic computers to non-manufacturing
processes
,
c )f t e > 5 re f e r re d to as "office a 1 1 1 on 1a t .ion. "
Adding to the confusion, has been the tendency to use
the word " automation' 1 to suit a variety of vested interests,
It lias hecn used as a technological rallying cry, a manufac-
turing goal, an engineering challenge, an advertising slogan,
3U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Employment
and Manpower of the Committee on Labor find Public Welfare,
Toward ^JJll Employmen t : Proposals for a Comprehensive
Emplo; and Manpowi c Ln the United States, 88th
Cong
.
, 2d Sess. , 19 64, p. 15.
4
Paul E. Sultan and Paul Prasow, Automation: Some
Classification and Measurement Problems," Automation :
Dj scussion of Research Methods . Labor and Automal
Bulletin No. 1 (Geneva: Internationa] Labor Office, 1964),
pp. 9-10,






Part of the confusion c n ''•(- traced to t < i in of
the word "autoin Lon," Two men are claimants to auth
of the te] D. S. Harder, a Ford Motor Company executive,
• John T. Diebold, a well-known management consultant,
Lned the word independently oi each ether and gave it
different meanings. Harder is said to have first used ; .
word in late 194 6 to describe automatic transfer of work-
pieces from one machine to another in the production procei
without human aid. He was referring to the automatic: removal
of sheet metal stampings from heavy presses by mechanical
hands and arms. John Diebold coined the term, as a contrac-
tion of the word "automatization" which he found too awkward
7
and too difficult to spell.
In the aftermath of this dual origin of the term auto-
mation, a profusion of definitions has been forthcoming.
Furthermore, it is apparent that the word is often used as
a synonym for technological advance. Therefore, it seems
desirable to review the definitions which have been offered
5James r;. Bright, Automation and Management (Norwood,
Massachusetts: The Plimpton Press, 1958"), p. 4.
H . Douglass Pc e, automation to Date , American
: agement Association Manufacturing Series No. 209, p. 24.
John T. Diebold, Auto] on , The Advent oj :
mn tic Factory (New Yor] : itrand Co., 1!

to d ; nctio n techno Lo
1
i i
: b iv bee] n i I i ;
i 'or , \ I origj nal] i an1 the mech
handling of materials or parts tw into, and ou
m i ;hines. This co t has been la] • ' tr< I
tion . " Automation by this definition can he narrow* to
specific conveyor equipment. Diebold has a somewhat broader
concept of automation:
Automation is a new word denoting both automatic
operation arc; the process of making things automatic.
In the latter sense it includes several areas of
industrial activity such as product and process
redesign, the theory of communication and control,
and the design of machinery.
Harder later modified his original concept of auto-
mation. He concludes that it is a "philosophy of manufac-
turing" and believes that the original definition must be
broadened to include the design of parts, methods for their
9
manufacture, and production tool control systems.
Open- loop and Closed-loop Control
Diebold, in elaborating on his concept of automation,
states that "automation is possible only through use of the
recently acquired ability to design and construct a wide
variety of closed-loop control systems." Underlying this
8Ibid .
C;
Anderson Ashburn, ''Automation— Its Development in
]r
'• 3 king," Mej tical "Engineering (November, 1955),





statement is a key concept Lete automation'
the rep] reient of the human mental fu] d ' ; I automatic
controls, Tl are two basic types of control--o
and closed-loop., illustrated .in Figures 1 and 2 respectively
The main difference betw< i these two types of control
that if the function of controlling a process is not com-
pletely automatic, so that a human operator must adjust the
process, then the operation has an open-loop control. In
the open-loop system the human being controls by visual or
other inspection methods to measure deviations and make cor-
rective adjustments, The most important control character-
istic from the standpoint of automation, the ability to
automatically correct errors, is not present in open-loop
systems. In a closed-loop system a completely automatic
controlling device fills the gap represented by the worker
in the open-loop system. The essential features are the
automatic measurement of output, sensing unacceptable devia-
tions and issuing corrective orders to the machinery or
equipment being controlled.
The closed-loop aspect of automation draws heavily on
the concepts of ''cybernetics," The word, "cybernetics," was
coined by Dr. Norbert Wiener to mean "the entire field of
control and communication theory, whether in the machine or
in the animal." Wiener explains the feedback principle in
'I
t
Norbert Wiener Cybernel ' (New York: John Wiley






















Contro.l De •/ i c e
;-
Figure 2, Clo ed Loo control system.

' a tion to o :
the diffe] . een the patter n i rid the actu L] 'fo
motion is used as a new input to cau part regulated to
move in such a way as to brin Lts motion closer to that
12
en by the pattern." According to Wiener, •' Jtee] i_ng
engines of a ship are examples o early and well developed
forms of feedback mechanisms. ' While expressing some con-
cern about the understanding of the relationship between
automation and cybernetics, Albert F. Sperry points out that
we find cybernetics thought of as just another phase of auto-
14
mation. Bright reflects a similar view:
Thus "cybernetics," the "automatic factory," and
"automation" began to be blended in general usage as
interchangeable phrases or parallel concepts, implying
a wave of autcmaticity and., the mechanization of control
and many mental processes."1"
Another approach to the relationship between automa-
tion and cybernetics, that centers on the degree of auto-
mation allowed, has been proposed by Donald N. Michael, Ke
contends that the word "automation" does not typically imply
computer applications. To delineate that situation, he
proposes that information technology involving the use of
Ibid , , p . 13.
] 3The word "cybernetics" is derived from the Gree
word for " s teersman .
"
Albert F. Sperry, "The Nature of Automation,"
ping Pace with Automation, Special Report No. 7 (New York:
erican Management Association, 1956), p. 14.
II
it, oj . cit, , p. 6
.

•cor cs (la tetic ) • i u ti on
under th "cybernation." Vii d in thi : w<
.
auto-
conl co] mechanism involves automal Lon, but n the
control ; ions involve the use of computers, including
numerical control of production operations or other hybr:
16
applications, then that is cybernation.
Proposed Distinctions Between Automation and Technological
Advance
Regarding the problem of synonymous usage of "auto-
mation" and "advanced technology," Sultan and Prasow discuss
17
classification systems proposed by Killingsworth and
18Buckingham which help to clarify the distinction,. In
Killingsworth s system changes or economic activity are
viewed as a series of concentric circles, with the outside
circle representing all forms of economic change. Such
activity is affected by changes in the availability of
resources, changes in trading boundaries, the development of
Donald N. Michael, Cybernation : The Silent Concu r
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Walter S. Buckingham, Jr., '-'Automation, Employment
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new . subs tit 1 I products, chang< i in the mix of r<
used or ch In : tagerial < Eicien y.
Ls circle is technological change, defined as invert-
tivi activity such as the us< of pure oxygen in ; ;t< Lng
.
In effect, it represents changes in those ca] LtaJ c as
through which economic resources are transformed into goods
and services. Contained within the circle of technologic 1
change is the circle of mechanization, a specific kind of
change in production technique. This involves the applica-
tion of machinery to tasks formerly performed by human or
animal labor or the application of labor-saving techniques.
In this classification system, automation is represented as
the core circle, and is defined as engineering forms that
increase the degree of self-regulation of the mechanization
process. It is conceded, however, that the perimeters of
the circles cannot always be clearly established and the
fuzziness of the distinction becomes greater as the corn
circle of automation is approached. In reality there is a
considerable range to the degree of sophistication and the
19form of such regulating mechanisms. Nonetheless, this
classification system contributes to an understanding of the
essential distinctions between automation and advanced ech-
nology
.
Simj Lai distinctions have been proposed by Walter
Buckingham. In his system of classification, technolo* .




: ion, mass production an I Lon,
borica] Ly in that order. chanization involv
the use of machines to perform work; mass production involv
a new bed Lqi e for organizing for production; and aui i I Lon
20is a technology based on communication and control.
These efforts to isolate the distinctive elements
automation stress the self-regulation of the production pro-
- s s
,
Other Definitions of Automation
Numerous others have offered definitions of automation
Soon after Harder coined the word Rupert Le Grand, Associate
Editor, "American Machinist," defined automation as:
.... .the art of applying mechanical devices to manipu-
late work pieces into and out of equipment, turn parts
between operations, remove scrap, and to perform these
tasks in timed sequence with the production equipment
so that the line can be put wholly or partially under
push-button control at strategic stations
.
A definition proposed by Milton Aronson is more pre-
cise in defining the motives and devices used in automation.
His definition states that "automation is the substitution
of mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic, electric, and electronic
22devices for human organs of decision and effort. "" This
Ibid .
23
"Rupert Le Grand, '"'Ford Handles by Automation.''
American Machinist , Vol. 92, No. 22 (October, 1948), pp. 107
1227
"
22Milton II. Aronson, "Aui bion and 'Economics, 1 '
Instruments and Automation (June, 1955), p. 8 93.

24
inition ; <" id ;s and yei i I : l, deeis^
c jvices ch as computers "fort ri< . co
valves and noto. It also out that s] : vices
used in automation are mechanical, tic, hydrauli<
electric, and electronic in natur thus emphasizing that-
such devices are not primarily either shanical conveyors
or electronic computers.
In hearings before a congressional subcommittee to
explore the nature and implications of automation a number
of prominent witnesses stated their concepts of automation,
Ralph Cordiner said that, "For practical purposes in planning
manufacturing facilities, General Electric defines automation
as 'continuous automatic production,' largely in the sense
of linking together already highly mechanized individual
operations. Automation is a way of work based on the concept
of production as a continuous flow, rather than processing
23by intermittent batches of work.'' Dr. Edwin G. Nourse,
former chairman of the council of Economic Advisors, view
automation as a continuation of the scientific management
movement but emphasized the new application of electronics
to the control of mechanical and chemical processes:
" (automation) has its roots in mechanization, to be sure,
but something new was added when electronic devices
V.S, f Congress, Joint, Sub ommitl * Economic
Stabilization of the Joint C imitt - on the Ec< ' >rt,
Hearings and Technolc
1st Sess., 1955, p. 424.










• exp s co ept oJ Li. on
. . .Au bo: bb econd c of the :' i : I
revolution c , . , Automation s a completely new devel-
opment in the bechnol< i ' ocesj I ise automation,
in addition to. substituting mech for hu
power, begins to substitul lianical jud Lt for
aan ju< g ient-^th machine begins to substitute the
thinking process on a mechanical basis for the thinking
process which heretofore '.one exclusively by the
human mind.
In a more recent definition of automation Jaffe and
Froomkin state: "This term should be reserved for that type
of production process utilizing the automatic feedback prin-
ciple, in which a control mechanism triggers an operation
after taking into account what has happened before. The
feedback principle generally distinguishes automation from
26
mechanization.' They further state: "The ultimate in
automation is the closed -loop process, a method of operation
which requires no human interference from the time the raw
material is inserted into the machine to the time the fin-
ished product is stored or stac] ed at the end of the produc-
27tion line
.
From the foregoing review of definitions it becomes





, p . 121.
26Abram J. Jaffe and J( . Froomkin, Tec
bs (New York: Frederick A, Praege
,
Inc., 1968) , 3
j

inition of auto : >n. There does,, however, appear to be
wide agreement that essential to the complete automation
turing and processing systems are the cone | of
continuous flow and closed- loop automatic control. Partial
automation can be considered then to include proo whi> h
arc characterized by "islands" of automation, i.e., the
entire process is not automated in an uninterrupted flow fr<
start to finish but there are segments of the process that
are au toma ted.
The H istory of Automati on
The German monk, Magnus, is said to have spent 30
years in bui lding a robot which advanced to the door when
someone knocked, opened it, and greeted the visitor. For
his efforts, Magnus, a learned scientist, gained only a
reputation as a sorcerer among his contemporaries in .13th-
century Europe. The Magnus story seems a pleasant fable but,
if fact and fancy had been joined, he might today be known
as the "father of automation."
Actually, the beginning of automation is obscure.
The ancient Chinese developed some ingenious devices includ-
ing the "south-pointing chariot" and water hammers for
grinding cereals. Plans for an automatic sawmill, an auto-
matic file-cutting machine and other ''automatic" devices r
found in the works of 15th-century Leonardo da Vine;.

In this section the bdsto of ai tomation will
: standpoints: (1) Lution of control
: ( 2 ) thi Lution of- cen t of asj Ly and
transfer oj e and (3) the e ii ion of data procei
automation . The latte Ls included because of the fact that
electronic computers; which are, in part, the evolutionary
result of office automation, are now being applied in the
manufacturing process itself as control devices,
The Evolution of Automatic Control Devi ces
Very early examples of automatic control devices
include the float control valves used in the plumbing sys-
tems of ancient Rome and another Roman water device for
automatic control of temple doors. Around 1680 Denis Papin
invented the pressure cooker which employed the open-loop
system of control. In 1713, Humphrey Potter, then an English
teenager, developed a method of controlling the flow of ste-
in steam engines by using a slide valve mechanism linking
piston and valves. Through this linkage, steam was admitted
28to or exhausted from an engine cylinder automatically.
There is a long history of a movement to achieve mere
automatic control in the textile industry. In 1725 Basil
Bouchon suggested the use of punched paper tape as a means
for controlling the operations of a hand loom, and three
Pau] T, Veillette, "The Rise oi t) Cone of
Automation," nation and Society, op . cit . , p. 5.

•year s lal Pa] con des card conl
In 1745 Jac< I •
to punched ta . It was not un1 L] M ea ' of
the 19th centui Joseph Jacquard made practical applic
tion of these advances on a large scale, He perfected a
loom controlled by punched cards. The holes in the cards
contained the weaving pattern and determined needle selecti<
Jacquard 1 s cards permitted diver'; .- nd intricate patterns to
be produced cheaply and accurately, and, by 1812, there were
11,000 of his looms in operation in France,
The Dutch windmill was first devised during the Middle
Ages, but in 3 745 feedback control was added such that the
sails of the windmill were kept facing into the wind by
small sails placed at right angles to the large sails.
Later, in 17 72, a further improvement was added in the form
of a spring which operated to reduce the area of sail if 1
wind became too strong, thus avoiding damage to the mill.
A more mechanized invention employing the feedback
principle was James Watt's flyball governor developed in
17 8 8 to control the speed of steam engines. Before Watt's
invention engine speed had been regulate:": manually by a
throttle valve. By linking a flyball, or centrifugal,
governor with the output shaft of the engine and also with
Andrew D, Booth, "Introduction," Fro g:
ma t ion






I that controlled steam input, it becam<
maintain coi ngine eed automatically. As I
speed increased, the flyballs of the i b oiled
outward proportionately, decreasing t te of st<
the one;;:. • ' i i] ;equently slowing It i . Conversely, if
the shaft turned too slowly, the halls collapsed inward,
gradually opening the input valve. The self -regulation whic]
was achieved represents an early example of closed-loop con-
trol.
The first application of the feedback principle to the
steering of a large steamship, the Great Eastern, occurred
in 1868. This was accomplished by a linkeage system between
the helmsman's wheel, the throttle of the steering engine
and the ship's rudder. Four years later, in 1872, Joseph
Farcot, a Frenchman, coined the word "servo-motor" in naming
a similar, but more advanced, ship's steering engine.
The monotype, invented by Lanston in 18 87, provides
an example of the expanding range of applications for punched
tape control. This invention used a punched tape to govern
the casting and assembly of type. More recently, in .1948,
a system for operating a lathe with punched tape was
demonstrated. An example of automatic size control was
3 T . . , ,V e 1 1 J e 1 1 e ,. op . cit . , p . 6
.
31
'Automatic Contour Control," > ' :an Machinist
(July 10, 1930) . p. 75.

that dev< Li ryant in i
I for use o,
32
Leu] irly signify /ent : bh i rress of
utomatic co the di nent o th a] I ue com-
puter by Dr. Vannevaz Bush during the ] c;30's. The design of
analogue computers, and later electronic di< L1 .1 compute s,
resulted from the pressure of scientific and military deman
Analogue computers wer used in World Wax II to direct naval
and anti-aircraft guns automatically. These computers are
now used in some of the liquid-products industries to control
processing
,
TAC1 Evolution of Continuous Plow of Assembly and Transfer
rations
Thus far this historical review has related to the
evolution of automatic control. The history of automatic
materia.! handling, including assembly and transfer opera-
tions, dates back at least to 1784. At that time Oliver
Evans built a "fully automatic" flour mill on the outskirts
of Philadelphia. Using three basic types of conveyor raec]
anisms in a continuous production line, as well as controls
to regulate grinding, Evans succeeded in mechanizing the
entire process from raw grain to bagged flour. In addition
to its automatic features, Evans' mill produced ] >tter
quality flour, being cleaner and more ai i the
32, Au ; Electrical Si;-.'. lipmeni for Bryant
Chucking Grinder," ibid. (April 23, L)
, pp. 664-665".

33flour from con Lis of its day. This achu mt
is conside] ' some to ar] . ] - b inning of continuous
trans - i and as; embly, \ .i.th the product untouch b an
hand ; during processing.
In 1789 Eli Wh: bney fi] - ; ma ufactured the inter-
changeable part, a dev< ent which was a prerequisite to
the automatic assembly of discrete products. In Engl.
Marc Brunei set up a highly mechanized factory which by 1308
was producing 130,000 pulley blocks a year. Brunei's
machinery system enabled ten men to produce output previously
34
requiring 110 men. By 1833 biscuit-making at the "victual -
ling office" of the British Navy had been mechanized. The
35first commercial gear-cutting machine was produced in 1855.
An important milestone in automatic production was
Ford's moving assembly line which was originally developed
during the period from 1913 to 1915. Ford's original moving
assembly line operations were limited to only magneto and
chassis assembly. Thus, the assembly .line only partially
mechanized the flow of parts and subassemblies through the
plant. Furthermore, the line did not employ automatic assem-
bly or transfer. Since then, many functions in automobile





Br i g ht , op . cit . , p . 14.
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hie esse . ind 1 • . been the ' id.
ter the Ford asi embly Line • Initiated, in
]. 92 , . 0. Smith Coj tration dieted a planl Eor
raanu turing automobile framei au1 ' Lcally. The S Lth
plant, complete with automatic handling and bJ Lees
,
out an automobile frame every ei< '<'• to ten seconds.
About 552 operations were performed on each frame In i ts
1 1/2 hour manufacturing cycle. Men were required, however,
to transfer portions of the frames from one production line
to an r. Also, in some operations, men had to assist the
machine in positioning parts accurately before actual Lng the
production mechanism. Nonetheless, the labor content wa
s
very low. A few years later the Budd Wheel Company con-
structed a machine for the automatic production of automobile
wheels. The first truly automatic transfer machine appears
to have been used in the Morris Motors plant in Cov< ntry,
3 9England, in 1924. The transfer machine unites varied
operations in a single device and can move a work-piece from
one station to another without hu aid. In this country,
in 1929, Graham-Page Motors installed a system of transfer
Bright, op. cit
. , pp. 14-15.
37
'" L. R. Smith, "We Build a Plant to an With< en,"
Maga zine of Busines
;
:br nary , 1 9 2 9 ) .
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"Engine Blocks Completely Machi In 0n< Ltiple




Lee in th cylin< i : t\ uto-
mobile i h d n ined Let design . i ;embly
sy; to th oint where the c; body could be d . sited
in place on the ch ; ssis without lielp in positioning.
As of 1957 product', 1 ' machj i had been integ i th
the conveyor system to perform the operations on i part
it moved along the assembly line. These mac] typi-
cally welders, paint sprayers and testing devices, were timed
to move with the conveyor during the interval of operation
and then return to their initial locations.
The Evolution of Data Processing Automation
Electronic digital computers, which are partially Lhe
evolutionary result of clfj.ee automation, are now being
applied in the manufacturing process to effect overall con-
trol. Therefore, a brief history of the evolution of the
computer seems desirable,
In 1642 the French mathematician, Blaise Pascal,






, the first adding machine
The first genuine multiplying machine was invented by Von
Leibniz in 1670. '' n ad Lptation of Pascal's adding machine,
it multiplied by repeated additions, just as the electronic




"Automatic Jigs That Have Cut Automobile Costs,





nv ''•.• i nl f] w ls ; ted Ln 1814 . Notwi ! I
ing th ly contributions o Pascal and Leibniz, it v.
not until about 1820 thai Tho as de Colraar produced ;|
first col cially practical office calculator, known as the
42Anthometer . Charles Babbage, in 1833, designed the first
general purpose digital computer which was ter3 a "differ-
ence engine." Although Babbage ' s com ' ; never built
because of the technical limitations of his day, it was to
be a mechanical computing machine similar in many respects
43to today's electronic data processing machines.
Punched paper tape and punched cards, previously men-
tioned in the history of automatic control, have also been
important in the development of office automation and the
electronic computer. These media made possible intercommun-
ication among and with office machines by providing a common
language. In 1870, Jean Baudot, a French civil servant,
extended developments in paper tape by perfecting the five
hole column punched tape. Baudot designed the tape to serve
as the common language for various models of telegraph
machines. As the office equipment industry advanced,
Baudot's five channel tape became the common language link
44
i~!^\onq a wide variety of office machines. This was a
4 i Booth, oj2« cit,
, pp. 5-6.
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si i bep 1 rd Integrated data proci
ting
Dr, h n Hollerith in 1886 for the purpose of processing
. r- . 4 5U.S. census mfon Lon.
The first large s< ra3 p - ose ( trul^ auto-
matic digital co d ..'loped at Harvard fro . 1937 to
194 4. Known as the Mark I, this prototype of th
digital cor >ut< c was not electronic but was electromechanical
in operation and contained more than 760.000 switches, relays,
counter wheels, cam contacts and other parts. Because of
the desirability of increased speed and greater reliability,
efforts were turned almost simultaneously toward the con-
struction of an electronic digital computer. The first one,
called ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator)
,
was built at the University of Pennsylvania between 1942 and
19 46. Vastly superior to the electromechanical computer.
which could perform only five to ten additions per second,
the ENIAC had the capability of performing 5000 additions oer
46
second. Succeeding the ENIAC has been a series of elec-
tronic computers which with each generation, have grown
increasingly sophisticated. Initially applied primarily to
the solution of scientific problems, electron ;
puters are now in widespread use for the efficient handlj
4 5
"Henry Jacobowitz, Electro] ic







control of ind rial pi
Phis section has traced the historic; I
automatic control, automated han and electronic: co
puters. irin picture completely up to date i> these
three evolutio; ! -earns would involve <• - ndless catalog!
of automation achievements. It will be the object, however,
of the next section to examine the current "state-of-the-a]
in industrial automation.
The State-of-the-Art
Many authorities have agreed with the view that there
is nothing basically new about automation. John Dieboid
says: "Automation must be viewed in proper historical per-
spective as a new chapter in the continuing story of man's
47
organization and mechanization of the forces of na tare."
Ralph Cordiner states: "it is important to recognize that
'automation' is only one phase in the process of technolog-
ical progress, a natural evolutionary step in man's continu-
ing effort to use the discoveries of science in getting th
world's work done." Professor Ralph C. Davis agreed with
these views: "There is basically nothing new in automation.
It is merely a continuation of the trend toward the trans'
47
.
Dieboid, o_p . cit
. , p. 158.
48Ralph J, C: - : ier, "i i ation in the I sturing




nd intel] 'ora ] to ! - Lne .
"
•ing at con 1 hearings previously r
to, Dr. Cledo Brunetti of Gen< . I lilli : d at vr Li
First, I want to point out that automation is not
a revoli technique, but a continuation of our
progress in mechanization. . .
.
: tion, a newly coin ' : word, to describe an
old, old process....
Automation cannot be said to have begun on any
certain date, nor can it be said that it will end at
any definite time. Automation is in truth but a phase
of our continuing technological advance....
Similar opinions have been voiced by many other individuals.
v 'rom the standpoint of historical perspective, then,
it nay be argued that there is basically nothing new about
automation re far as concepts are concerned. The modern
"gadgetry," which make automatic control and handling more
feasible, and the extensiveness of the applications of auto-
mation are rev, however. Tn this respect, at least, automa-
tion differs from the older concept of mechanization.
Charles F. Hautau of Hautau Engineering Company reflects
this view: "Since automation may be termed simply an accel-
eration in the industrial revolution that the world has b
undergoing for the past 200 years, its n ss lies in the
techniques used rather than in the scienc< itself."
49Ralph C. Davis, Indus I Ion and
ment (Mew Yo ] I arper and Brothers, 293.
50
Ch r3 es F. ] utau, ; '; ' ques hods of





Simila] iarton ob: s : ito-
tion i: entirely new, bat since World War n i;
[uired Lnc] sing importance, primarily as a result of the
elop] to :.ox control device; 2d by the mi] ;
51trmg th war.
While the workerless plant is still a thing of the
future, the fact is that we are well into the aut< 1 Loj era.
During the decade of the 1950 's a surge of mechanization
took place in U.S. industry. More complete mechanization
was widely applied to certain functions, and by 1960 it was
possible to detect definite trends in application. Accord:!
to Bright the more prominent ones included:
1. Mechanization of more direct labor activites;
in particular, the task of assembling parts.
2. Mechanization of material movement (material
handling); including movement between machines, dep t~
ments, buildings, common carriers, and in storage
operations
.
3. Mechanization of control activity; includin
the consolida Lion of controls for many machines in
one control panel; program control, in which an intri-
cate sequence of actions is directed by the control
system; and feedback control, in which a high degr
of self --regulation and correction is involved.
4. ...Mechanization of testing and inspection activ-
rties
.
Automation in Process Industries
In terms of types of industries,, the "flow" concept
of automation is most easily applied in the process-ty
51 Shils, op . cit
. ,
p. 3.
James R. Bright, "Skill Requir ; ; nd Wc
Aspects •' '•. .ion," ! dj tj al Relations in ' >0 's
Problc octs
,
eds. George W. Tay] d B
Shils CUni of Penns tia, 1961), Vol. I, p.

Industrie .ong these, petroleu efining a]
production tive of the mo
automation. Thus, in these indu is, a high ' se of
automation has been in existence for man- (as < rly as
the 1920' s in petroleum). The distinctive characb tic of
these production processes is that they operate on a cont
uous flow principle in which ingredients ove in an uninl
rupted stream as they are conve: ted from raw materials to
product:-.. Materials, generally liquids or gases, are con-
fined in closed pipes or tanks during the production process
Gauges, valves and other instruments must be monitored in
order to measure and .interpret temperatures, pressures,
liquid levels, and rates within and between processes, In
modern flow plants process control is accomplished by a
combination of operator control and automatic control, but
the direct labor content is very low. According to Shils:
"About 15 percent of current capital investment in petroleun
refining facilities is for automation, and the direct lab. ,
costs in oil processing are less than 10 percent of total
53
costs. In addition to the petroleum and chemical indus-
tries, there has been increasingly automatic production of
materials that can be produced in a continuous sheet, stri]
or web, such as paper, plastics,- rubber, cloth and ev





pro. . . In the flow- ; i ic
ack instruments which tui valves, start and stop
,
and motors, etc., the '.'-end is toward more sophisticated
instrumentation with coi directing and control] Ln bhe
ocess under minimal operator supervision.
j tona l: ion of Discrete Production
ft salient distinction in manuf; ring operation
focuses on the differences between production in flow pro-
cesses, described above , and production of discrete units
of output. The metalworking industries, for example, en
primarily in discrete production. Automation in the hand] Lng
and assembling of metal parts is more difficult to accomplish
than in a flow-process plant. Also the variables of process
control are different and generally more numerous. However,
in recent years, there have been increased efforts to app]
the principles of continuous flow and automatic control to
discrete production processes. The greatest progress has
been made in the manufacture of simple, high volume, stand-
54
ardized items, for example, screws and- metal stampings.
Beyond this, there has been a step-by-step progress toward




:-[ J, Cordiner, "Automation in the Manufactu
Lety , > . cit
. , p . 2 .

41
should not be assiu res of a
availa »nly to large, corn-
There are degrees of aul tion. Enti]
parts of processes, or indivi< ia] op
as conditions dictate. Automatic y be par-
tial, individual operations in which iigb rree of auto-
mation now exists include material ha: lid i packaging a
inspection. In addition to the design of complete and
partially automated systems , the automation industry no.
places much emphasis on designing flexible automation equi]
ment which is suitable for job -lot types of operations. In
many cases advances in the automation state-of-the-art are
facilitated by "rethinking" or redesigning the product and
the production process. This is especially the case with
regard to assembly operations, perhaps the most difficult
of all to automate.
Advanced automatic fabrication and control in discrete
production has been achieved in many plants by uniting the
information-handling capabilities of computers with produc-
tion machines' by means of "numerical control." For example,
with numerical control, a machine tool can cut metal shapes
automatically by following "programmed" instructions record*
on tape or punched card. The tape or cards are read a.
interpreted by the computer which controls the motion of the
machine tools and the workpiece. An automatic feedb.:
system operates to detect and correct deviation-;.; ire .

Lues , ; '• E aul bion i lii
are efforts Ltion , to
achieve, complete automation of the ] oces; ' ani to
end through the integration oJ ' tldlj j, auto
assembly or fab] : cation and ai o tic cont o] Some exam
of automation a] Lcations and installations which are
reported in the current lite Lure are presented in i i
fo i 1ow i n g paragraph s
.
Automation Apo 1 ica tions and Installation s
Since its original moving assembly line was completed
in 1915, the Ford Motor Company has progressively stepped-uj
efforts to achieve continuous automatic production . For ex-
ample, Ford started operations in 1952 in a new engine pl« nt
in Cleveland. Engine blocks were produced by a battery of
71 machines linked together in an automatic line 1600 feet
long. The process includes over 500 machining operations on
each block. When the plant first began operations output
was estimated at 154 blocks per hour, requiring 41 workers,
compared to 117 workers required to produce this number of
blocks by use of previous methods . Since then continued
improvements have made the plant, as it was in 1952, obso-
lete. Bright reported that "in four res- rch visits to L.






! the : ; Lee.
there weri sine bh I I :it.
"
The Beloit Co poration recently completed construction
of a continuous flow ti.
i it planl - hi« in< des an inte
9r ; : •
,
; linki]
I i . res of the process.
computer monitors more than 200 critical pod i i in the pro-
'
ss and exercises direct digital control over operatic
throughout the process from wood grinding to finished paper
reeling. The computer collects and analyzes operating data
and advises the operator of unacceptable conditions. The
paper making machine itself is 380 feet long and is con-
structed so as to provide continuous-flow production.
An example of advanced automation in the process
industries, specifically the petroleum industry, is ESSO's
refinery near Southhampton, England. This refinery was
recently presented "The Queen's Award to Industry 1969" for
outstanding achievement in technological innovation. Th
refinery's production is directed, monitored and controlled
by an "electronic watchdog system" which constitutes "the
largest and most advanced use of computer control in the oil
• i 5 7industry
.
55Bright, Automation and Management, op_. cit.
, p. 61.
56..Papermakmg in Prodigious Proportions," Automa tion
(January; 19 7 0), pp. 8 4-85.
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Cu ' s be- rart in automatic is
of "Be . • ! hich sut
matically 1 Is, posd as and joins eight separal b
in the as of snail el< c motors. The ma CO-
ir pduces 10 00 c nubliei c hour . to1 cu] -t aut >ma1 u
device perforins 12 auto ia1 ic assembly operations inclu< Ln
orienting, spinning, eyeletting, tapping, cut-off, plr e
screwdriving and st ' Lng in the ass< i Ly of a seven part
59telephone component
.
The "Milwaukee-Matic" series of machines produced by
the Kearney and Trecker Corporation provide an example of
advances in numerical control. Nov; in their fourth genera-
tion, these numerically controlled machines are able to
perform automatically a variety of opera Lions such as cut-
ting, reaming, tapping and boring. Capabilities include
random tool selection,- automatic tool changing, and auto-
matic feedback control. The "Unimate Robot" is a multi-
purpose handling and processing machin< which can
programmed to perform up to 180 sequential operations.
Obviously, the examples presented here are not exhaus-
tive either in terms of current automation applications or in
lectric Motors Automatically Assembled," < ir
tion (Dei ber , 196 3), p . 156.
59
"Automatic Assembly," ; ' Lon (December, 1!
p. 7.
60Automation ( January , 197 0), pp . 76-77.
Auto ition (December, 1960/, ] . 41.

, h< •• f illi
trative of the current stat. tl ' ' ;
nufacturing Operatic : !urj '..; tiated
Further L< atio] oJ . : ate-of^-the-art in manu-
facturing automation are revealed by the extent to which
specific man i turing operations are currently automated.
In a recent survey, conducted by the Market Research Depart-
ment of Automation , companies in all manufacturing Indus tri
throughout the United States were asked to specify which of
their operations were automated. Responses to this question
were received from 2,587 establishments. The results are
shown in Table I which indicates for each operation, or
group of operations, the percentage of companies automated
as of 1968. Table II, based on the same study, shows th<
trend, from 1961 to 1968, in the use of automatic controls.
For the years 1961, 1963, 1965 and 1968 responses i sre
received from 2,713, 3,440, 3,301 and 3,752 establishment
respectively. The overall survey evidences an upward trend
in the application of automation equipment and techniques
in manufacturing industries.
Management and Techno 1ogical Evolut i on
The purpose of this section is to briefly trace the
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Source: 1968 Automation Trends Su ' '
(conducted by Market Res* epartment, Automa -
tion maga zi ne)

TABL
TRENDS J . I IC CO - 1961 TO 19
trcentage of Plants
61 1953 1965 1968
Drive and speed regulation 76.4 86.9 87,2 88.2
Automatic control of
sequence operations 6 6,2 77.9 73.2 79.2
Process sensing and
control instruments 46.3 54,9 57 .8 62 .
Au toraa t ic mea sur ing
and gaging 4 7.2 57.5 56.6 59.1
Automatic weighing 30 37.4 37. 9 40.1
Tt pe or punch card
control 2 6.9 29.6 33.8 39.1
Process analyzer's 20.8 25.4 23.9 26.2
Computer control 6.0 11.6 15.1 23.1
Remote control S.7 11.7 14.5 17.5
Source: 1968 Automation Trends Survey and Forecast, p. 1.1.




Lnfli by economic, ' I Ltical fore
in i onmenl ti ' fore
For e Le, ratine ie o Lders the »st
Ling concepts for th< i ' iov Joh] Mee
includes "the Pro1 I mt etliic/ 1 "Socia] Darwini \, and
1
:
i Lectio," in addition to "technolo I aids to
62human effort."
By the beginning of the nine : enth century the ects
of the industry revolution were trickling to the Uniti
States- With the rise in technological innovation came
changing ma rial environment and a resulting confusj
for man'-: ement as well as for the workers. Old technj ues
and methods became obsolete. The decline of the craft system
was unsettling to the skilled worker. Owners and managers
were confronted with problems for which no precedents
existed. They dealt with these problems largely on a t i ]
and-error basis. Management did not exist as a body of
concepts
.
The United States was still r I minantly a nation i
ill, individual business enterprises until after the Ci.
War. There was not a great deal of need for, nor much
interest in, for l. lizing management thought. The advent of
62
rohn F. ' >e , Man t T] u ' u ' -one
1 I
'.^ Xor] 5v) lo k University Pr<

The ; : i I Les led to prob]
sib] i • Lve without planning r
Lonshi hods and ef1 ; org tion. It
• during this period-^-the la1 p i t of the nineteenth
centu 1 hat the growth of a managerial class becami
n1 I ec an to change from dry-to-day, bru; :
of operal Lon to a more all-inclusive,' longer-run
approach, Emprovi nts were begun by industrial manager
ar I industrial e sers in methods of work and wage pay-
ments, Cost control techniques and cost accounting pracfic
developed simultaneously with waste control and operating--
efficiency methods. 1 ^ Out of this managerial up-heaval
ei erged Frederick W. Taylor as the "father" of scientific
management, Although Taylor's work stressed the development
of standards and improved efficiency he also devised tests
for placing workers and advocated higher wages to workers.
Ke proposed a broaden f more comprehensive view by management,
incorporating the elements of planning, organizing and con-
trolling
.
As the United States moved into the twent ' I cenl
th industrial revolution continued, and the sci< ntific
;ement movement ga~; : ed < mentum. Iti I me




ie inc and i
ial en rise ' of
corporate form o on. This
in the • ninant type of managers from th
Lttern of o n ma] '... The corporate Eo
required a degree of multipl o accommodate t
; Lp and ma ement. There evolved a
stage of management thoughl hich concerned itself with
overall organizational problems of departmental division
of work and coordination. So 1 ime: red to as "admin-
istrative management theory," this new stream of management
thought blended with scientific manage tt philosophy .
64During the period, from about .1905 to 1930, the "f inane:.
type of manager was predominant. After the economic catas-
trophe of the late 1920 's however, the financial manage i
lost public confidence and declined in influence. Subse-
quently, the "professional manager" emerged, and during the
1940 's the conceptual framework for management developed
into a ''process for management/' Henri Fayol first presenl
the concept of the ''management process" in 1916. The manag -
ment process,- often referred to as the "functional approach,"
is. oriented around the functions of management-~plannin ..
control i : : ;ing, directing and staffing. It pe:
nagement as the process of setting a hieving
I
i Ld.
, p. Jo .

' /es oi di results by th< of pi
itatj i ces
.
Witho I - orating on oth c "schools" c ent
thought it is sufficient to say that the tools of mod
• ement have increased dramatically sin
I War II,
i irticularly those techniq which facilitate analytic
an(! bitative approaches to management. Again, these
developments in management have paralleled rapid technolog-
ical change. Some have said we are experiencing a second
industrial revolution in which automation will play an
important part. In industrial firms where extensive auto-
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i
- t£pdjjc_tion
The Lai function of plannii Ls defined by
John Mee as: bhe considering and trie establishing of re-
lated facts and assumptions in advance in order to design
the chosen combination of actions that will result in
attaining predetermined goals.' 5 ' Elements of the planning
process include policy formulation, the development of stra-
tegic plan; establishin goals and setting objectives and
forecasting. ^on-repetitive decision-making is also inclui
as being cent I to the planning function. Mee states: "It
is possible to make decisions without planning, but the
thought of planning without decision-making is intolerable."
It may be that planning is the managerial function
most a' e< ; : by automation. An observation by George Mo J '
reflects this b< lief:
. . .planning is becoming the main preoccupation of t<
anagement. In fact, the faster the pace of chanc
the greater the need for planning for longer periods.
This p-V must recognize, auto lation as i
tion in which all development points,, in spil the
] John ,
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an ai
cul fc bo car* y out
.
i Lius Ri
function of Lng is certai]
Becaui ior technical, financial and h
3 in - ated product.'- j
a groat deal of plan:-' >n . Lai lev I well
/ance
.
e purpose of this chapter is to discuss ee
ble effects of automation on the planning function and
to report, in part, the results of the su conducted in






The Ci itj ' ' of Plar
Typically, the automated production line or process
is a highly efficient producer of the product or products
for which it was designed and usually a very unsatisfacto]
5producer of anything else. In most cases the : i ed costs
illing an automated system will be high in comparison
to variable costs of operations. Once committed to an
George Holler, "Will Manage nailer Companies











;. Bright, Automation a it (No :
ichusetl ["he Plimpton Press, 1958)
, ]

au : i gn or
istly. th • : dent relative to v.- | e
ts, total costs cannol be ) educed by cutti]
ou1 u
i tore, the labor orce in an aub I d pla
or factory is likely to consist of ^.orei salaried p nine]
Thus labor cc>: J, -. Lend to be fixed also, because salari*
technician-, maintenance men. etc., must be kept on the j
:i
r
- long as the plant is operating, reg cdless of the leve]
of output. Also, automation is most advantageous under con
ditions of stable, continuous output. Therefore, even mate-
rial costs may tend to be relatively fixed due to the
necessity of long-terra commitments for materials in order to
ensure a continuous sun-ply. The combined result o,r: all th
factors is that the completely automatic plant is relate
in lexible as to product and volume. This means that the
function of planning, particularly long-range planning, be-
comes much more critical in the overall management process.
The difference betv/een a relatively high degree of flexi-
bility in a conventional plant and the inflexibility of an
automated plant d< i i Is extremely competent, realistic and
sound advance planning.
Expanded
I g | >r
Automation is characterized by the intc lency
and the integration of the various elements of the production
system. Lbility of individual, multi-purpose,






' ' Conse y,
the need for careful Lgn L: ,- in the
itod pla Lion line, oi ' • .
qu i i
:
bh ' i i >] , til i
i
j | , i rmj :
i
. >n. Sin •
changes are usually so costly once a process is aut< ,.
it is necei to anticipate required changes and design
tern to accommodate them with minimum difficulty.
Fur:", (more, a commitment, to automate has to be acco
by very careful planning and analysis with regard to such
factors as product demand, technological obsolescence and
life of the production system.
Herbert Simon has predicted an expansion of manage-
ment \s time perspective:
. ...m future years the manager's time perspective
will be lengthened. As automated subsystems take
over the minute-by-minute and day-by-day operation
of the factory and office, the humans in the system
will become increasingly occupied with preventive
maintenance, with system breakdowns and malfunctions,
and—perhaps most important of all—with the design
and modification of systems .... the company execu-
tives will be much
f
more concerned with tomorrow's
automatic factory. '
i 2JL Integration on Management Philosophy
The integrated and interdependent nature of automation
means such a basic change in production that management
philosophy is likely to be affected in a way that amoun
G
He] , A. Simon, The Sh ation for




ion is organ!, ze
i iubd ' u - tomat :
a mo- i . from the div i • : i Labo Ins tea
requ ; thai tl production proc Lei
integrated system from i eduction of i< I to cc
letion of the I Lnal product or subassembly.
The Importance of Forecasting
;ile various types of business forecasting activitj
are highly desirable in conventional manufacturing enter-
prises, the forecasting element of man* rial planning be-
comes even more necessary in automated plants. The marketing
of a hig i volume of generally standardized product coming
off an automated production line has to be planned. Greater
>hasis is therefore likely to be placed on sales forecast-
ing which must be wedded to production forecasts. The
requirement for increased numbers of skilled technicians to
man the automated facility suggests more rigorous . power
forecasting. Likewise, the high fixed cost of automated
syste: s and subsequent changes indicates a need for longer-
range financial and profit forecasting. It is there! ore
postu! ited that forecasting encomj - es a greater range of
activities in the automat.,: firm; th I '' -casts a de






I equences of error. n a mam-
rial shortages, an inoperative rnach
, and poc
scheduling might have only a slight cumulative effect. On
an auto
!
line these conditions m ghl hali -reduction
altogether. Because of the seriousness of ill-consider*
actions, compressed decision time-frames, and the number of
decisions to be made an automated [em puts added pressure
on the decision process. This suggests that managers of
automated facilities must rely increasingly on systematic
and anal v tic aids to decision making. A statement by Drucker
seems particularly appropriate;
In dealing with their new tasks, the managers of
the 1960's will, to a large extent, have to employ the
same tools thev using today. But managers will
also find, increasingly, that they are expected to
know, understand, and handle new concepts" and tools of
management. increasingly, they will find that they
are expected to use systematic methods of analysis
and decision-making, supplemented by new systematic
tools of communications, computation and presentation.
Executives can safely disregard all the fanciful
talk about the computer replacing managers and making
decisions. Managers
" work, it can be said with con-"
fidence, is going to be more important, and their
numbers larger. But the management sciences— "uch as
operations research, or decision-making logic— and the
new electronic tools and systems are going to m< '..
difference, even to the manage • the s I I business .
nd the manager of 197 will need all the h
can get from, such new concepts and tools. For hijob is going to be so complex, so big, so demanding

to ' f ica t
pc
It is pei haps desiral
the ;i n conceri the r Lch
was descri :?oa under Research Method ' / in i
e 990 co anies to which qu< ires - e: sent, 2
Les respond i bh us ii Eormation prior to t]
< . Thus a useful response rate of 24.9 per cent
expc" ' aed. Categorizing these 247 companies by "auto-
ated" and "not automated" production processes resulted in
131 companies (53 per cent) falling in the automated g: o
and 116 companies (47 per cent) in the non-automated g
3, 4, 5, and 6 of the questionnair* desj
to determine the effects of automation on cor' ' aspects of
managerial planning. For purposes of tabulating and
ing responses, Questions 3 and 4 w> re snbdiv.i into 3a, 3b
4 a and (
nee of Wri tten Corporate Plans
It was felt that at least one indication of the re.I.
tiye necessity for formalized p] ienced fc
ment could be obtained by determining the extent to which t"







Ls manifested on a va j nd in
variety of , its chic
instrument bei] i o The
exist Lt1 Li of action provides evj
d is one e of ho L] portant and h . ' I planning
is for iti in a given coir,. Thus Q was
ked as fellows: "Does you have" . rpo-
rate plan?" In response to this q i tion 101 co 3 (77
per cent) in the automated group of 131 companies answers
3," and 30 companies (23 per cent) answered "no." In the
non-automated groi p o 116 companies, 36 (31 per cenl , n-
swered 'yes," .-rid 8C (59 per cent) answered "no." In
ing these results three statistical tests were appli. the
i ; ju Lre test for : ; 1 ice; the test for di 1 :e
in pro ' lions; and estimation of the population pro] Ion
within a confidence interval.
The Chi Square test with "two-way classification" was
d to test the hypothesis that the two characteristics,
"type of production process" and "existence of a v
te plan," arc independent. :
:
independent
"the dist tion of one characto: ' ;tic should be the same
/oi, General ation








n ;. : | o] : : on
of co ritten plan
i zing automate Lon
' ' >uld b hi i th p tion of coi wi1 .
wrj tt< Lans ] auto | i i . :t.i on, i
;:
-
nr ° ; - Chi Squ was ci bed to be 52.85 which '
1 ger than any critical value of Chi Squ r< for one degi
of freedom. For example, the value of Chi Square with one
degree of freedom at. the ,5 per cent (,005) level of sign: L-
1 ]cance is 7.88."" The observed value of 52.85 lies in the
"critical region" which calls for rejecting the hypothesis
of indep -.nee. Also, using a null hypothesis that auto-
mation does not have any effect on firms having writtei
corporate plans, a comparison of the observed value of Chi
Square with tiie critical value of 7.88 results in rejection
of the null hypothesis.
Using the observed response proportions of 77 per cent
of the automated companies having corporate plans and 31 per
cent of the non-automated companies having corporate plans,
the test for difference in proportions was used to test the
Wilf] Ld J. Dixon and Frank J. Massey, Jr., Introduc-
tion to ' bistic
'^llyjzis. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company
, I nc . , 1 95 7 ) , p , 2 24
.
Phe appropriate number of degrees of freedom
obtained by mult'i] ] g (the number of rows minus 1) ' es(the n of columns minus 1). The matrix he] :


















Co -ring only the : in
;
bomated group, < I Lmates of the aut< : d po; co-
portion having ten corporate plans - using
95 per cent and 99 per cent confid n ts . The 95 per
cent confidence limits were ,6 98 and ..84 2, and i 99 per
cent confii e limits were .675 and .86 Therefore, based
on the survey data, it can be said with 95 per cent conf /
dence that the proportion of automated co] i ' aving
written corporate plans lies between .698 and .842. I ;; '
ceni confidence
,
it can be said th, ' the proportion 1'
between .675 and .865.
Estimates of the non-autc
i
• 1 1 population proportion
having written corporate plans were also computed by deter-
mining the limits for 95 per cent and 99 per cent confidence.
The resulting intervals were .22 6 to .3 94 and .199 to .421
c spectj i i >] y .
While ther< are very likely other causal fact
(particularly company size which | ;cusse< ' i Chapter I)
which enter into whether or not companies have writte
-
x " ] v-ey data fro
.
; ion 3a support : '
fy pot] . i : t] tan nt of ; anies

62
i >eriei criti ca3 d f<
irate plans
If a respondent ans\
then : d in Q • ' ion 3b to i r: "what
period or periods your
\
3 incli ; • :. 1 vr.
, 5_ vr . ,
i Yr « an<3- ' ,• £t£-';5:, Tne purpose of this bion was to
provide ."Cor a c< ison of the automated and non-automated
groups of companies in terns of the length of planning
periods. Of course, the comparison is only between the 101
companies in the aut< ated group and the 36 companies in t
non-automated group which indicated that they have written
plans
,
The r sponses wei Lrst tabulated I I] .
company answered the question. The results of this - la-
tion are presented in Table III. The major differenc be-
tween the two groups shown by the -res in v Le I] I is
that 4 5.55 per cent of the automated companies have ore year
and five year plans whereas for the non-automated grc
figure is 36.11 per cent. Also, only 7.92 per cent of t
automated group have corporate plans co\ •
of one year. On a percentage , approximately t
many (16.67 per cent) in the non-automated gr
one ye i planning only.
Further analysis o. : ' ble 3 ' C shov 56 co : es
(55.4 per lave multip]

p] ans. le non-aut<
cent) i] die
% se p< es, the test for difference in popul*
p] i i lade. Th I
is not a significant cliff. in mtomated d non-
automated population ortions having Ltiple year plans.
i > test was i de at the 5 per cent (.05) level of signifi-
cance. It If repeated that the popi': 1 .:: I i-s referred to h
and reflected in Table III are not. "automated companies" and
"non-automated companies" but "automated companies having
written plans i: and "non-automated companies having written
plans." Therefore, what the survey response indicates .is
that for companies which ha li \ o_ pj covering any
period there is not a significant difference, with regard to
multiple ye, ''fanning, between the automated group and t]
non-automated group
.
A rearrangement of the information in Table III pro-
vides for easier comparison of the automated and non-automa.
groups in terms of the number and percentages of companie
which have plans covering specified periods of time. The
rearranged information is shown in Table IV. An indivii
company may be included in severe], planning periods , The
cumulative percentages are therefore greater than 100 per
cent. A major question in which the investigator was inte
ested was whether or not the survey data indicated that







1 yr . only
3 yr. only
1 yr . & 3 yr
,
1 yr. & 4 yr.
1 yr. through 4 yr.
5 yr . only
1 yr , & 5 y c
.
2 yr. & 5 yr.
1 yr . , 3 yx .
, & 5 yr
.
Autom, (101) !< n-autc (36)
Nun Piar cent Number por cent
8 7.92 6
1 . 67




33 32.67 11 30.55
46 45.55 13 36.11
1 0.99
.
0,00 1 2 . 7 8
0.00 1 2.78
3 2.97 0.1
. 1 2.7 8
1 yr




. through 5 yr
.
3 yr. & 10 yr.
rr
, through 5 yr.,










I E PLANS By SP]
Per-j Automa (101) ) -auto:ma ted (:
'
P<B.r c P (
1 ye: 63 62.38 21 5 8.33
2 years 6 5. 94 .1 2.78
3 years 12 11.88 6 16.67
4 i irs 6 5.94
.
5 years 84 83.17 26 7 2.22
10 yi 1 0. 2.

.it 83.17 r. of 1
) have J year plans, • <
Ls 72.22 per ci I
tesi ' ' ence in it.
clud : : . »t a significant en the
two groups with regard to hav.i Lve year plans.
It can be concluded then from an analysis of Tables
III and IV that, cons id tig only companies which do have
written corporate plans, there do not appear to be signifi-
cant differences between the automated and non<-automated
Co; tiies with regard to the amount of mu] . i -year planning
the extent of longer-range planning.
To enable a comparison of planning periods based on
the total number of rei ide: I i in eacl (insl ' of
just the numbers of respondents having " ritten plans),
Tables V and V] were compiled. The percentages shown in
le : V and VI for the non-automated group are generally
much less than those for the automated group. The lower
centages for the non-automated group result from t
relatively large number of non-automated companies which do
not have written plans at all.
C< ted for bot] the 5 per c< (.05) and 10
cent (.10) levels of significance.

TABLE V
CO; OF PLANNING PL 1
NU
ND NON-AUTO
Perioi Automat.- :1) Non- ub ated (111 i
itten plan
1 yr. only
3 yr . only
1 yr . & 3 yr
.
1 yr . & 4 yr
1 yr, through 4 yr
yr . only
1 yr . & 5 yr
2 yr
. & 5 yr
1 yr
.
, 3 yr,, & 5 yr
1 yr. through 3 yr.,
and 5 yr
.
1 yr, U i [h 5 yr.
3 yr . & 10 yr.
] yr. through 5 yr.,
id 10 yr.
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.In I . ature of
..... i] tal
. . . The enti
ways ealize p
Obj . Lves may be general or sp Lc; th y ',:oi>
the i ent of it within a
decentralized unit, or e\ Lcula]
luetic Les, or personnel.... Un]
|
ter-
•' objectives are set and ace LittJ or no
basis exists fc urj the s :ss and effective^
ss of those who perform the mana< >t functions.'
With rec- '. o setting objectives and goals in the automated
production environment Bright observe
...No longer can management simply "run" the plant to
<: V7hatever .' s lling. Nov/, management must d.ec\<
well in advance exactly what it wants to make, how much
it wants to ma] c
,
at what rate it is to be made, and
over ' h b period. ,, .Therefore , an I remely careful
plan] job, which means La ing down a cL r set of
requiri ents of input, output, and operating character-
istics for the supermachine , must be done."^
In conducting the r ; , it was felt that the exist-
ence of written statements of objectives and goals would 7
^ther in< : ion of the i: . >] tance of advance plannj i for
manage In order to obtain data for a ce ] Lson c
'
d nd oon -automated groups of companies Question 4a
ed: "Does your company have a written statement of
objectives and goals ?" In response to this question 80
compani* I 1 per cent) in the automated group of 131
13John F. Mee, "The Essential Nature of
1 9l Readings , eds . Harold Koont:
O'Donnel] LI, Inc., 1968), pp. 53-54.




companie (39 per cent)
: of 1]
28 (24 pe] 8 8 (7
"n< Thi of tl hi Sq\]
o d Lf J i i ce in propc
Lai proportio] is within
1 s
.
Th' obi .' c ' Chi Squar< obtain* ugb
computation was 34.]. 0. When co . j with the \
of Chi Square with one degree of fri ed< i at the .5 pei
(.005) level of significance,"1" ; he observed value calls foi
rejection of the hypothesis that the two characteristics
'"type of production process" and "existence of writl si ce-
ment of obje< s and goals" are independent. Also, the
observed v< h of Chi Square does not support the nail hypo--
bh that ai to lation has no effect on firms having wrj I b
objectives and goals.
The observed response proportions of 61 per cent :
the automated group oi companies and 24 per cent of the
non-auto f d group rig written objectives and goals,
respectively, were used to test f< i '• Eerence in the two
l] a1 Lon proportions. The test results indicated that,
based on the survey data, there is a significant difference
in the popu] I Lon pr< tions at the 1 per cent (.01) lev; I
'
! h :e is 7.3 8 -

O le limit es1 bhe populate
;
nts of objed
bed for , utomati and non-automated
tions . The ! id 99 per cent confj
auti mated bj on were . 5265 & . 69 i i 003 7191
respectively. The corresponding c< I Limj bh
no: itomated population were .1622 & .3178 and .1377 & ,3423c
The statistical results obi ; n d from the res] to
Question 4a were similar to those for Question 3a an indi-
e a greater importance attached to advance planning by
management in automal panie as reflected by the exist-
ence of written statements of objectives and goals.
Response to Request foi Com any Objectives
If a company responded affirmatively to Question 4a
it was then asked in Question 4b: "Would you please enclose
a :
-'9Py of your statement of objectives . " This question was
asked because of an interest in determining if there appear-
to be differences (primarily qualitative) between automated
and non-autoi ated com nies in the nature of their objec-
tive
There was greal reluctance on the part of the respon
ents to r ovidi : . bheir jectj ves . This was true
fo ' both . • Lutomal ; bhe non-au d < »s . Of 1
80
;
mi< In the autor group indie that they ha
written stal ents o s only 12 companies (15 per

-tuallv pr( I cop : : heir on-
: the 28 non-auto : - . ' : ril
obji 4 coi (14.3 per <
•an i I i I 11 a co of 1 c obj i
not be pre bee ise of the: . ' ientia]
that their o ! - ; Lv< ire '"not for outsi<
of poor response to this qu< i ion it was not possil Li to
make a comparison of automated and non-aut< ted compani<
objectives. For illustrative purposes the first stated ob-
jective of several of the companies that did provide copi
were excerptec and are quoted below.
Automated Group
:
Company A—The single , overriding objective of the
(C< pany A) over an indefinite period,
to optimize the return from the resources entrusted
1 it, consistent with the best interests of customers,
mployees, stockholders and community.
Company B—To develop earnings per share that can be
'.stained ever the long range and can be increased pro-
gressively without erratic swings during various
cyclical ] i vv ods
.
ompany C—To make, a profit by serving primarily the
{ ) industries through engineering,- manufac
re and marketing of high-quality products.
Company D--To contribute toward a better life for our
ployees and their families.
Company E
—
To build an integrated technology company.
ompany F To manage our business with the ] i ry
jective of making a contribution to society.
Non-automated Group:
Co G --...to c ' fully plan, organize, coordinate




etuatj the private ent<
it is
: : portunity -
- To prov Ld . ' "or
growth, dignity, achieve , sat-i I Lon and ial
all employees. To achieve
a rate of r> on net worth of 15% after taxes,, to
assui srage risk to achieve t. ] rage
return... Achievement of this return in the short run
should not be at the expense of long range progress in
such areas as research development, manufacturing
research and advertising. Incentives - To continue
the present policy of paying a year end profit sharing
bonuj .
Also of particular interest are the stat< its of
several of the conpani.es concerning their objectives wi
regard to manufacturing technolc-: . .
Automated Group
:
Pf^iE^ilY. -\~~ • ' • *-° aggressively pur: n lized pro-
cesses from the design, engineering and manufacturing
levels, particularly with respect to parts and product
standard.; zation .... to integrate all production opera-
tions wherever economically and technically feasible.
Comp e - . . . entry into related n rkets and prod-
ucts based upon .. .existing or newly developed tec]
nolo*
Non-automated Group:
Company C—We will organize to innovate in the forming,
ma: . and assembly of our product.
Examples of the complete statements of company objec-
tives are present* i ppendi C and D for the au
I the non-automated groups respectively. Individual co
pand .-...-.' h een disguised for reason:- o1

Cor on of
is co part of 1
nine i , ] oweve ' •
arc bs of same pro ( rt
uts i I
te contribution of the businc 3 is thJ
ite t] ssifoility of accurately forecasting th
future, h tifies a range of possibilities an e-
pares for . Once this is understood, c different
between planning and forecasting becomes clearer.
"Fort. Ls the attempt to find the most pro''
co of events or a range of probabilities. I ining"
is deciding what one will do about them.
The purpose of Question 5 of the questionnaire was to
obtain information enabling a comparison of automated and
non-automated companies with regard to various forecasting
activities—specifically sales, production, profit, m n
financial, equipment, facility or plant, and technological
forecasting. With the exception of technological forecasting
all o^ these forecasting applications have long been recog-
nized as useful to management. Technological forecasting,
as a formally recognized management tool, is - latively no
A recognized expert on technological forecasting, Raymond S.
Isenson states:
Technological forecasting may be defined in two
ways. The first can be thought of as an attempt to
predict a technologic. plication, such a; ting:
"In 1972, the United States will fly the prototype of
the supersonic transport.''' The secoi ttempts to
forecast some potential, such a : "In the year 2 000,
Lcis will have the kne and techniques to
ion, "What nvo]
ment:




i ool for i input
or gov-. ta] er,
pari Li :urrent lev I s
>r to I9 6 count
ent in
sic it : 1 .forec h [rovm at a
astoi te.
id to determine '
tent of forecasting activities, to comp" ncy
with : i forecasts are made, and to compare the
which these forecasts are made. The question reads as fol-
lows: "I ndica te by check-marks which of the following types
of forecasting activities your company engages in ; also
please indicate how often forecas ts are made and the leng th
of the for< ts. n Below the question, a format was pre-
scribed with spaces for the respondents to indicate their
answers. The complete question r ;ads as shown in Chapter I.
Table VII is a summary of the respondents' answers
concerning the types of forecasts which they make. The tabl<
shows the number and percentage of companies of each of the
two groups, automated and non-automated, which indie
they forecast in each of the specified areas. The results
of the statistical analysis of th d ba co itained in Table
VII are presi nted Ln -able VIII. All of the obsei
Square values are greater than the critical value <
Square of 7.38 given for one degree of freedom at the . •
17
S. Isenson, "Technological Forecasting: A





• The ohservi i of
on the Lndj tt
auti 'ion does have an effect on whether or not companies
_^ in forec each oJ Lfied areas. Also
for each c the spec foreca as, the dif: ice
in population proportions is significant at th< L p >nt
( . 01} level . I; ' I Li : ;
9 5 per cent coni ce limits are also presented i] I ble
VIII for each of the forecasting areas.
TABLE V3 [
COMPARISON OP FORECASTING IN THE ' T D AND
NON-AUTOMATED GROUPS BY TYPE OF FORECAST
Type of Forecast Automated ( i 3 1 ) Non-automated (116)
Number Per cent Number Per cent
. Sales forecasts 123 97.71 97 83.02
B. Production fo3:e-
casts 121 92.3 7 84 72.41







requii nts 118 90.08 76 65.52
F. Equipment
quirements 114 87.02 70 60,35
G. Facility or plant




4 6 LI 9.48
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idents i Leated that tb .
casts of t' Led type. Foj ] Table IX .
comparison of the frequency of forecasts between the 128
automated companies and the 97 n tutomated compan: : :h
make sales forecasts. The percenta* s shown are based on
ise group sizes and not on the total group sizes of 131
automated companies and 116 non-automated companies,.
analysis of the tables shows that for sales, production and
profit forecasting (Tables IX, X and XI) the percentagee for
monthly and quarterly forecasts arc higher in the automated
group f ar>.d the percentages for semi-annual and annual fore-
casts are lov:er in the automated group. Table XII indicates
more frequent manpovrer forecasting by the non-autoraate
group, Table XIII shows higher p rcentages of monthly and
quarterly financial forecasts for the automat rp,
roughly equal percentages for ; <; i-annual foreecists and a
lower percentage for annual forecasts in the automated grou]
With regard to equipment,- facility and technological fore-
ting, Tables XIV, XV and XVI, respectively, reflect more
frequent fo ts by the auto group. The soundness <
a comparison based on ri ' bl< XV] Is dou] ted because of the

I:ates ' Lon of ma]
"ocasts, tl ; grou]
qu m groupi
TABLE IX
PING: COMPARISON ( CY
OF FOR] ' 'WEEN I ATED
i ! GROl
How Often Automa bed (1. Non-automated (97
Number Per ci Number Per ci
L. T. Monthly 3 2.3 4 3 3.09
.1
35 27 . - 2 ? 62
Quarterly 39 30.4 7 19 19.59
i-annually 14 10.94 12 2. 37
Annually 55 4 2.97 45 4 6 . 3 '3
G, T. Annually ] 0.73 .




NON-AU'. D GR I
Ho Automated (12 Non-auto
Number Per cent N 1
1
Per cenl
L, T. Month 8 6.61 9 . 7.1
Monthly 51 42.15 26
Quarterly 30 24.79 15 17.85
Semi -annua lly 6 4 . 9 6 8 9.52
Annually 34 28.10 28 33.33
G .. T. Annually . -
Periodica] : 2 1. 65 0.00
TABLE XI
PROFIT FORECASTING: COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY OF








L. T. Monthly 1 . 7 f • 1 1.22
Monthly 34 26.98 15 18,29
Quarterly 37 29.37 15 18.29
L -annually 15 11.90 10 12.20
Annually 54 42.86 43 52 .
G. T. Annual ; 1 0.7 9 0.00









Numb* cent Num Per ce
L. f . 5 5
.
1 8 19.05
ithly M; 18.37 6 14.29
Quarterly 20 20.41 9 21.43
Semi -annually 11 11.22 2 4 . 7 6
Annually 40 40.82 17 4 . 4 &
G. T. Annually 1 1.02 0.00
Periodically 7 7.14 coo
TABLE XIII
FINANCIAL FORECASTING: COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY OF
FORECASTS BETWEEN AUTOMATED AND
NON-AUTOMATED GROUP
S
How Often Automated (118)
Number Per cent
Non-au : (76)
Numbe r Per cent
L. T. Monthly 3 2 . 5 4 6 7.89
Monthly 30 25.4 2 15 19.74
Quarterly 36 3 0.51 13 17.11
Send -annually 9 7.63 5 t . 58
Annual ly 49 41.53 3 5 46 . 01
G. T. Annually 2 1.69 0.00




















-• be] r cei) ; Numbex Per cent
0,00 0.00
4 3.51 3 4.29
17 14.91 5 7.14
12 10.53 5 7.14
73 64.04 5 71.4 3
y 3 2. 63 0.. 00
7 6.14 7 3 0.0
. TABLE XV
FACILITY OR PLANT FORECASTING: COMPARISO OF
FREQUENCY OF FORECASTS BETWEEN AUTOMATED
AND NON-AU
I TED GROt
How Often utomated (110) Non-autoi f<at' .'< ( 50)
Number P«ar cent Number Per cent
L. T. Monthly 0.00 0.00
nthly 4 3.64 1 2.00
rterly 11 10.00 3 6.00
d-annu 3 1 - 9 8.18 1 2.00
Annually 75 6 8.13 40 80
G . ' '
. n . i 3 2.73 2.00
Per ' |
| 10 9.09 5 3 0.

5]
CHNO] I PI] I
OF ' D AND
OUPS
How O: od (53) Non-a .
Numb< cen Mum] er P< at
L. T. Mont !
nthly
Quarterly






4 7. 55 0.
3 5.66 .
30 56.60 9 ••"• . •::>
3 5.66 . "•
11 2 0.7 5 2 18.18
Comparisons of the time periods for which forecasts
are made are presented in Tables &VII through XXIV. As in
; is of forecast frequency, each tabic con ' g the
survey results for one of the specified forecasting areas,
and the percentages given are based on the group sizes shown
in parentheses which are the numbers of respondents indicat-
ing that they make forecasts of the specified type. Tables
XVII, XVIII and XIX show that for sales, production and
profit lasting, respectively, there are generally only
small differences between the automated and non-automated
groups in the percentages o.!: co forecasting for
various future time periods, except for the five year period.
The five yea] ercentages in these th babies are const









' of tJv i au1 03
fiv ar forecasts. In Table XXII on • casti;
e only sizeable difference is in the i ar forecast
category. The autc ted ioup percentage is higher than that
for the non-automated group. Th m« jor differenci n facj
ity or plant forecast periods reflected in Table XXI J I are
for the one year and five year periods. The non-auto ed
percentage is higher for one year forecasts and, again, the
automated percentage is higher for five year forecasts. A
comparison by T.-caxbu f-n.
:
o t ^-p,;. shown in Table
XXIV is of doubtful use because of the small number of non
automated companies making such forecasts.. Thus for sales,
production, profit, manpower, financial, equipment c^nd facil-
ity forecasting the survey response indicates that the auto
mated group tends to forecast for longe] time periods (based
on compav as of the five year percentages)
. Statistical
analysis by testing for the difference in population or-
tions, using the five year percei ss , resulted in: differ-
ences for
, pro- it and financial forecasting sign nt
at the 1 per cent (.01) level; a difference for products




















; cs of forecasting activities. E le re-
sponses from the automated group »g , t ] economic fori
casti] " "raw n rial availability/ 1 and trketing costs, 1
Responses from the non-automatt
I oup include :, r<r b i L.
requii its" and "share of the market."

NON- i lU S
Le 1 toma ;) :
Numb er P
L. T. an 1 0. 7 8 0.00
On a m< 10 1 . i 4 4.12
Two rnont 1 0.00 1 1.03
1
. ree months 17 13.28 13 13.4
Four months 2 1.56 0.00
Six months 12 9.38 11 11.34
One year Til 63.2 8 63 6 4.95
One -and- a- half yea 3 2.34 3 3.0 9
'/,•
- years 5 3.91 3 3.09
Three years 7 5. 47 3 3.09
Four years 3 2.34 1 1.03
Five years 39 30.47 11 11.34
Ten years 2 1.56 0.0








L , T - 2 1 . 6 5 ';• 3 . 57
One month 17 14 . 05 9 10.71
m< tths




••; months 22 18.18 14 16.67
Four moni 2 ] .65 0.0
Six months 11 9.09 12 14 .29
One year 64 52. 8 9 4 47.62
One -ami--; -h 1 years 3 2,4 8 3 3.57
Two years 3 2.48 2 /. JO
Three years 1 0,83 2 2 . 3 8
Four years 2 1.65 1 1.19
Five years 17 14,05 5.95
T >n years .1 0.83 0.00





r b In er Pei ce:
L, T. a raon '• h 0. . 1
i
:
' monl 9 7. 14 5 6.10
months 0.,00 ] 1 .22
T] ee months 16 :i 2
.
70 13.4]




Six months 5 3. 97 6 7.32
One year 84 6 6 67 53 6 4.63
One-and-a-half years 1 0. 7 9 1 1.22
Two v< a c • 3 2. 38 2 2 . 4 4
Three years 5 3, 97 6 7 . 3 2
Pour years 3 2. 38 j 1.22
Five years 33 26. l r: 5 6.
1 0, 79 0.00











iml 3 er (
L. T. a i 2 2.04 i 11, '
m ; : . 1 l. o: 4 9.5
T\ . , >nth 0.00
.
Three months 12
.12.24 4 9 . ') 2
Four months 2 2,04
.
Six months 11 11.22 2 4.76
One year 44 4 4.90 2 47.62
One-and-a-hc ]
f
yea]rs o.oo 1 2.38
Two years 3.06 2 4.76
Three years 4 4.08 3 7.14
Tour years 4 4.08 1 2 .38
F 1 v e v e a r s 20 20.41 v 11.90
years 1 1.02 0. 00










1 D . 8 5
T] ree mon1 ks 16 13.56 5
our months
Six months 11 9.32 5
0ne yea:c 62 52.. 54 40
One-and a-half years 2 1.69 1
?wo years 7 5.93 2
Three years
F o u "' • yea j; 3 4 3.3°! 1
vivc V 30 25.4 2 7













































L. '1'. h - 0. I
lonth .'i. .1 i '
• month
. . ( 1
Th] < i 1 1 • 4 3.51 0.0
Foil c mors ' ' ' 1 0.8 8 o.oo
Six months 4 3.51 6 8.57
Ovti year 65 57.02 4.1 58.57
: i]
-Oifi a -1 a If years 2 1.75 ] 1.43
rs 9 7.89 4 5.71
Three years 9 7.89 1 10.00
Four years 4 3.51 1 1.43
Five years 27 23.0 8 9 .1 .- . 1 •
Ten years ]. 0,88 .
a r i b1e 5 4,39 7 10.00

CIL! [ANT Fi I CO LlSO
'
:d (1.1 Non-a
Nu] er Pe :llt um] tt
L. T . a mo: 0. 0.0
One monv;i 0.00 1 2 .
Two mon t 0.0 .
Three months 2 1.82 0. 00
Four months . 0.00
Six months 3 2 . 7 3 1 2.00
One year 56 50. 91 30 6 .
One-and-a-half year 2 1.82 1 2.00
Two y e a r s 6 5.4 b 1 2 . )
Three years 10 3.09 1 0.00
Four years 5 4.55 iX 2.00
Five years 3 8.18 14 28. on
Ten years 2 1.82 0.00









L . T . n th 0.0 0.
bh 1 1.89 0.00
Two mo] 1 1 0.00 n 0.0
Three months
, 0.0
Four months 0.00 0.00
Six months 0. 00 0.00
One year 14 26 . 42 5 4 5.-45




Three years 4 7.55 .
Four years 2 3 . 7 7 0.00
Five years 17 32.08 7 63.64
Ten • e rs 6 11 , 32 0.00




i cone lat] < : t of c
tain p.l. • md decision I
Eo ' "Ii Leal Lowj
11 n
.
a ?\in? tccl; ir compaj
of . " The list of specified b tiques Lf ;ho n in Table XXV
in whii h the summary response to Question -6 is presented.
Inspection of Table XXV reveals that very few companies in
either group, automated or non-ai I ted, make use of certain
of the techniques listed. All of the percentages, however,
With the exception cf that for Game Theory, are higher for
the automrttro avoir? than for the non-automated group,
previously mentioned, "size of company" is likely another
causal factor affectii bhe degree to which certain of the..



























.9 6„87 0. :
92 7 0.23 44 37.9 3
77 58.78 37 31,9
57 43.51 20 17.24
5 3,82 1 0.86
47
—< J . O C_l 21 J. o . _i_ U
58 44 .27 27 23.28
0.0 0.0
37 28, 2 4 14 12.07
35 2 6.72 2 1.72
1.53 0,
9 6.87 1 0.86
2.1 16.03 11 9 . 4 8
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n automated p] tion terns am I are
of the genera] ' to toraai Lou on aana^
James C . Keebl Idi1 or of Aut<
tion I e, forecasts an invest); ring 1970 of /' 12
billion for manufacturing aut< Lon equipment and relate*
ponents. Investment of this amount would be a continu-
ation of an existing upward trend. The 1968 survey on auto-
mation trends conducted by the Market Research Department of
Automation reported a continued increase in the use of auto-
C- 1.7 ."I c-
[
-
ufac tu '.' in i •aouiDn eni . C ? '.' % indication od this w<
the percentage of plants, based on 3,701 respondents, plan-
ning increased use of automatic production equipment and
controls. h summary of this portion of the Automation survey
is shown in Table XXVI, From the magnitude of the agg
investment in production automation and the increases : :
autoraai systems reflected in Table XXVI, it seems likely
that the planning efforts of the individual companies
involved will be greatly Elected.
1 8






D] ive and ition
Control c E equ :nc< srations
Process s<e nsing and control instruments
















.1 5 . Q
Source: 1968 Automation Trends Survey and Forecast, pp








The manage^ n1 function :>': contro] is the clo
panion of the function of planning, Its purpose is to ensure
that plans succeed, i.e., that specific objectives are
achieved. The controlling process is regarded by Koontz
and O'Donnell as: ",. , ,one of establishing standards again
which performance can be measured, measuring perfornance , a
correcting deviations from the standards or plans."" Douglas
Sherwin states: "The essence of control is action which
adjusts operations to predetermined standards, and its basis
is information in the hands of managers.' 1 ^ The elements of
control include internal auditing, measuring and evaluating
organizational performance, and the establishment and main-
tenance of the management information system.
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss ce id i
effects of automation on the control function to pi
the survey results regarding automation and c ol
Harold Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell, ed.s , , Manage
ook oJ (New York: McGrai 1, Inc., J9G6),
p. 505.




s have sons c
P a3:'' related to th i sire foj tter control,
a study
< g o] , search Ins;
I
| or
of Labo] to rhal factor
ence manage
i sions to ' te, th« isearc] found
fiageme t1 i jor objective in a ito ting to b< ;t redi
tion. The researchers conclude, in rt: •
Cost reduction at the time of automation appears tobe the major objective when decisions are made to auto-
mate. And it is primarily through the effect of auto-
mation on labor productivity th< t cost reduction is
sought.
.. .Significant savings can also result from the
fact that automated operations tend to produce lc-
scrap and fewer rejects and damaged goods and to require
less reworking, less in-process inventory., and less
plant space than alternative ' ' !; of work.
Control factors are also the nest predominant ones in




All of the companies studied reported that they
expected automation to improve product qi lity, accu-
racy of work, and customer service.
Another aspect of cost redud ion is (vest stabiliza-
tion. Aut< tion increases the role of fixed rclati -
to variable costs, thus decreasing the effect on to;: ]
costs of changes in volume of production.
... Automation mitigated probL : connected with pi !





Roberts, Jr., ' nagement Decision s to
(;i enlc Pa :, California: Stanford Resec ti-







ings simj I to those of th<
ions for au I
Automation study, the c I were asked l i Lndi-
and seco] , aso tj
Th :. ere 2,606 responses to this question. The n
shown in Table XXVII which gi" each s i ified re on,
the percentage of the total nuri - of respondent.'-: indicating
t as the ' . ' tary reason for automat: ng and the percent-
age indicating that as the secondary reason for automating.
The reasons for automating related to control are aste] Lsk<
The results support the Stanford study conclusion that the
most prevalent reason for automating is to reduce costs,
TABLE XXVII
REASONS FOR AUTOMATING MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS
Percentage of PIant j • ' ispond
Primary Seconda]
*
Re< ace general cos ts 73.4 3 .
5
Increase production 63.0 14.6
t ty* 52.6 20.1
Competition 32.9 17.6
Overcome labor short< 18.4 21.8
late scrap loss* 1 6 .
8
. 6
Reduce mat 1 costs* ] 1 . 3 13.2
?r 2.5 2 . 5
Control Factor






The ol is in Lon. Th] i true
ted compan I-Ioweve:
,
there appe to be < Lth au1 ' is even
though the d:' enoe may be more of degree than of kin
Traditionally, the ers of the ma jo ad ivities in a co:
pany , whethi i they be Head of the Sales Department or Vice
resident for Manuf< 'ing, hav had a gene] I und< rstandin
of the activities of each other. But they have also had a
more or less precise understanding of the boundaries between
functional activities In automated systems functional lines
may become more blurred because of a requi] it for a high
volume of information to flow re] tedly across functional
boundaries. In the ideal case accurate and current info]
mation would flow smoothly between managers in sales, manu-
facturing, engineering, finance, etc. In the a tated
production system the plant becomes the "machine," and
collective tan; [em i becomes its control mechanism. On
thing automation means is integration of the physical plant.
Its counterpart is "integrated i > which implies an
overall company point of viei 1 superior teaim,















Under I Dmation less time is L >th to sen;
ble conditio - ' to correct it. Manage-
,
therefore, has to provide for a much
time to operating pro is. Downtime of the auto I pro-
duel lor; line, for example, is more: serious than is an inoper-
ative machine Ln a conventional plant. The cost of dow itiir
in an automated process or line is very high It therefore
becomes essential to minimize downtime for successful eco-
nomic perfornu tnce of the system. This requires quick
reaction when trouble occurs and, also, a carefully planned
and executed preventive maintenance program. It he
desirable, for example, to pre-schedule routine servicing,
tool changing, and similar maintenance functions at intervals
when downtime is otherwise required. While the highest 1*
of concern for an inoperative equipment in a convention
plant might be a forem
.
automated production line downtj
has to be the concern, of top man-' nt.
The typical high rate of productii which automation
accomplishes is in itself a characteristic whicl
sure on the organization to respond quickly to ss.
If process c< i1 rol is lost to any degr, i tch thai '
'

Iat the s high '
' nuing ct at rate
obv : - ' cms . Qu ' a coj
b Lud which might be . : bial
.
A r. Lbility is placed on management, then, to visualize
and anticipate such e org cy situations and to develop a
prescribe procedures for dealing with them.
In addition to these pressures on physical process
control, automation tonus to dictate faster reaction time by
management for some other reasons. For example, there is
likely to be increased stress on management of automated sys-
tems to be alert in sensing changes in their product market
and to provide for rapid feedback to the organization,, par-
ticularly production. Even the time allowed management to
sense and react to the need for change is likely to be
affected. ;\n acceleration in the rate of feedback from
"technological frontiers" to the plant may be require
Diebold apparently had this in mind when he expressed this
view:
The reaction tine of management must ten. The
tine, for leeway in adapting to new technologies has
disap] s1 p track of a number of
fun s of scientific work and i I ct
rapidly to apply this - >r when the time is right.
They must conscious who obso-
lesce not their own products, but their
s tries
.
John Die old (N< 5fork: McG]




It Wi ' ' or
Lng I volumes of info Les
ition. The ' \ of d. Li even
information is in a sense "di data. It al.
that there are cerl at tion w lich
dictate more rapid availabilii i ormal Ion, T eat]
increase. ity of the pre ion. "machine" tends to
confront management with a muc] more ex sei control
conditions. This seemingly constitutes a threat to the
human capacity of management to control.
There appear to be at least two ways in which these
effects are mitigated. The first is related to the continuous-
flow principle of automation. When the production process is
converted from batch or intermittent manual and mechanical
production to automatic continuous production, the require-
ment for many day-to-day discrete decisions is negated.
These tend to be middle-management type decisions such as
decisions on scheduling, work allocation, stationing materi-
als, work methods, etc.
The second mitigating factor is the availability of
electronic data-processing equipment to aid management. For
several of the major business information subsystems such as
finance and logistics the information tends to b i ng,
entary, internal and historical. These sub ' ; -' are
generally sus< bib] bo com] b rization thus r< I

Le ]
L th I tive tec Lqu
Lons I I line
vide 1 ; need r I 1
< ons of the aul
biom be achi
bet n eL : c com] ipporti ' h n or -
mation system and the computers controlling th(
production proc<
It is not ini nded to oversim »lify or un
contro] prob] imposed on management by automation. The
processing of ita and its conversion into informatior
to a largo extent .be done by computers, but it rem t a1
management has to provide for the control of a much more co
plex system under automation.
Survey "R e so I ts: Contro 1
Lteria sasuring Org, nization
One of the ma }or aspects of controlling is the i are-
nt of the overall
|
: on rice of a company. hn in - Lai
coj ilish a number of c . i tenia against whd Lie
prganiz; ance is to be measured. A3. so thi
7




. to < ' -
Th Qi ' of th
:
n ; be "to
ted and ' i ; s igned 3
.'.'




' Using t he :r olH : :
list of performanc e measu
' A-P cIl dillc
' H1^ ' ' ;
- r]-:s
,
(5) whi( >st mi or your com
ny ; " The list of specified measure of performance i;
Shown in Table XXVIII which presents the summarized response
tc Que : Ion 7. Of the 131 com] anies in the a - torn ted t tro
120 co: panies responded to this question with useful infor-
mation, and 111 of the 116 coppanies in the non'-auto lated
group provided useful answers.
Table XXVIII shows for each performance measure t]
numbe] and percentage of companies in the automated and non-
automated groups which consider the specified performance
•sure to be among the five most important. Inspection of
the da ba reve L: bhat the jreate I ' i ' I e: n< Ln 3 :
the autom : d and non-autc ' oups are for t
pc; isures c. c. te growth # increasing productic
inncv ition, loyalty of employees, si , profit-
abild : treturi on-investment. The test for c: ' :
in
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. T diffe '
; cor-- ' »rofitab Lity, and return-on-
: to "n ignj f ica nt «,
'
In ['able XXIX th d< ta from Qu< i Loh 7 lias been c
arranged to show how the specified pei fo: n nee nu su ;s are
ranked by the two gn s. The most interesting aspect of the
rankings is the similarity between the two groups. Both
groups consider the seme five measures of performance (prof-
ability, return-^on^investment, co ' te growth, custom
satisfaction, and sales) to be the five most important.
Lso, both groups rank productivity sixth in importance and
quality of output seventh. Employee turnover, absenteeism
and safety record are considered by both groups to be th
least important as measures of organizational performance.
There are some minor differences in the order of the ' 1<
ranked criteria.
The survey results indi< a1 then that the two grou; s
similar in terms of the relative import, n « -.signed to








Nu] Per cc i :ent
nteeii 4 3. 6 5
Corn Lty & public
responsibilil 9 7.50 9 8.11
C. Corporate grow 75 62. 57 51.35
I). Custom*
f a c t ion 6 8 56.6 7 6 4 5 7 . 6 6
E. EinpJ »yee turnover 4 3.33 8 7.21
F. Increasing pro-
duction 12 10.00 22 19.82
G. Innovati< i 21 17.50 8 7.2J
m
. Loya i ty o t
emplo ees 10 8.33 2] 18.92
I, Market standing 39 32.50 2J 18.92
J. Productivity 43 35.83 43 38.74
K. Profitability 97 3 0.83 9
7
87.39
L. Quality of output 4 33.33 36 32.43
Reducing costs 21 17.50 19 17.12
N. Return on invest-
nt 86 71.67 67 60
0, Safety record 1 0.33 2 1.80
P. Sab 62 51.67 60 54.05
Othe] 3 2.50 1 0.9

RBY !CE
NOj i ( ill)
P< it ure ; cent
Pro ity 8 0.83
Return-on-irivestment 71 . 67
C o rpor a t e or o\jth 62, 5
torn satisfaction 56,67
; es 51.67
Product ivi ty 35.83





Loya ] t y o f emp loyee
s
8.33
Com. St public resp. 7.- 50
ployee turnover 3,33
/' bsenteed sm 3 , 33
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a ' e ty r ecor
d
0.83
Prof i tabd lity
Return-on- i nv< ;
Cusi satisfaction
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Corpor a te grow I
]
Produ c t iv i ty
Quality of output
lucre? s i ng prod u c t.d <~> n
M a 3-"k e t s tand ing
Loyalty
"Reducing costs



























t is enl i
circi ting, ;d within and leaving a fir] . Th
typ< manage I orraation system needed, in t
whether 01 not it is computer-b< i d, depends on a number of
th ings . D ea rd e 1 1 s nd MoF a r 1 an s ta Ie
:
In many eomp. i, management is concerned Lth the
extent to which i ters should be used to automate
their information systems. A more important concer
.
however, is the adj acy of the management information
system. Consequenl r it appears to us that it is vital
to examine the quality of the .management in ; ma1 or,
syj tern first and to consider automating it sj d. Mot
al] mar snl info] nation can be improved by I use of
a computer. for does all information g ted by a
computer qualify as management information.... The most
] tiportant consideration for the business managerpis to
have an effective management information system,"
Although there can be little disagreement with these commenl
Ronald Daniel of McKinsey & Company points out:
, . , the evolution of electronic: data-processinc :ems
,
the develo tent of supporting communications net o ks
,
and the form. 1, Lon of rigorous mathematical solutions
to business pro'.. Ac ts have provided potentially valuable
tools to help man ;nt attack its information prob-
lems.... To an
;
extent, am ' ' Lve-
ness will I ' ie on the quality and completeness of th
Acts that Plow to him an his skill in asin them.
Lth technology changing at a rapid rote:, with the time
dimension becoming ly critical., .it is im i I
able that executi ill rely mor< > fori Lly
resented infon in ] u their busi; s....







of th don s;
(
- t fo] th swi ' h rto I - p -o I ' '




. | die the potential benefits of co r-
based information systems are great and they may be ibsolutely
necessary to successfully aanage and control, the in1
of such a system "generates its own unique problems" 10 tor
management. Rosove attributes these problems primarily to
uhj_<_<_ im:errej.at a sets ol conditions:
(1) the widespread lack of familiarity of managers
ai}° ; i i tors with the development process 03information systems; (2) the use of an irrelevant mode]
of hardware system development for the management of
the information system developmenl process; and (3) theincompatibi] ty between existing man,
I niza-
tion and administrative procedures and the uniqu<
nature of the inform, ' Lon systi development pro s. 11
Cuthbert Hurd states that where computer-base< infor-







stion. " 12 Hurd also sees a modification
9
fi- h' Daniel, "Management Info
il- lj-v--': -' • ^ Book of Lngs , op_. cit .
, pp. 526-
10_
Perry E. Rosove, eveloping Compute





















e in the J:ic: ;
L data »n,
t: I and ;
i I
!
as I : ' Lions
meni . : < j ocessi]
ca1 Lon then oi ct of aui tion o
management in of coni rol is th el. ' Li of
the manai rr infor lation system. The purpose of : Lon 8
oi the qi ti( i was to obtai u i ' on tl ie rum
of co . Lc "" 3 . certain types oi i ." it informa-
tion system: . The question reads as follows: "Which of the
fol ' Lptj ,; r charach ' . s yorr "' enl
Eorim tion 5; ti The ch fications used are shown in
In the automated group 113 companies made useful
r< ponses, and in the non-automal id group 100 companies gave
useful answers. Table XXX shows the results Tor the two
groups. The majority (69.03 per cent) of the automated group
Indicated that they have co ed mana* tt info
tion s. Thirty-five per cent oJ the non-aut< ed
group have developed computer-based teni info. Ion
Using these perc , the test for differ n
in po r ~ ton proportions in . ; :ati ; a diffe
at the ] t (.01) level. This sts that m nt










































. i d : .
The - ial functions of organizing and s1 Lng
are clo: Ly re] as e: lained bv the following definitio:
In defining organizing Koontz and O'Donnell state: "The task
of organizing is to establish a system of .activity groupings
and authority relationships in which people can know what
their tasks are, how their tasks relate to one another, and
where c uthority for decisions needed Lo accomplish these
tasks rests. Organizing thus establishes an environment for
performance by individuals operating in a formally structux
group,"" The same authors describe staffing as: "...the
management function that has to do putting people into
2the framework of the organization.
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss certain
effects of automation on management in t< of the related
Lai functions of organizing and staffing and to pr<
sent the pertinent portions of the survey results.
Har< Id : >ontz and Cyril 0' nnell, , "
A Book ( irk: I ; 11, Inc. , ] ]
2






I mo] ogy h Led ]
on , The type of organize ' suil
the
. uitable for prod
broughl : ; th : • trial :< olution, As we proceed
to rd ] • : ii: ation for "mass production" and the • i: e of
manuf icti ring concerns increased, th < ganizatio] including
the ma tent structure, underwent further recon iiguration.
It may be the basic change in production technoL
represeni
. automation requires another type of manage-
Lt stru* b i Ln< ,
Some of the effects of automal Lon on i c tie mai ia]
functions have already been discu i in preceding chapter
Professor Julius Rezler has noted a relationship between
changes in functions and the form of the organization:
is a significant relationship between func-
tions and the organizational f: ;o.rk in which they
are performed. A change in the functions will cau
a corre ig change in the o] Lzation. .. .certain
managerial functions are changing under the Impact of
automation, Therefore, it is ed that they will
affect bo i he organization of the firm and the
placi role of individual managers within.
There ar< differences among writers, however. Ln th
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, , taction tech
;j of 11 not lead 1 Leal]
!
n ew
A core question con the < : :i of auti bion
on i structure of man enl is whether or not aut<
teni o revers the trend toward decentralis - •
size and scope of business organizations inci ;d, | articu-
larly in the twentieth century, it became increasingly neces-
sary to departments lize the orga ' Lo ,p Its, CI was no
longer feasible to make a)."1 decisions on the top executive
level. New, automation and related advances in information
technology may be reducing the necessity for decentralization
and the delegation of authority to lower managerial jewels.
A degree of recentralization is therefore likely. Rezler
points out that: "Major changes caused by automation in the
ction of decision-making has already be' to affect the
structure of gerial organization, especially the .
4
t A. Simon, The SY
(
: York : Harper £ L965) 2">
5
•
. hen, "Managerial Decisions, Ave







r• Lo Ei 'on
owed





ted i i LI]
it h
: ing ri that I
beei 1 and-dist] i or to the
man; o oduct g roups *
' the ; "I : um on ! ciety 1 at th
' '
i of Georgia, Dr. Jo H< , i ' tgton, Jr., expressed
his belief that a process of "managi i ' efu ion" is taking
place: magement is being reformed into its original mo
lithic structure (but as a group rather than one individu< L)."
Le effect of reci i I Llization en management is like]
to vary with the managerial level on which individual; oper-
ate. Previous re arch findings indicate that the impact of
automation is the greatest on the two lower managerial
levels. At the supervisory level Davis found:
Computer installations have moved some decision-m;
ana control upward to higher levels ... .this actio
leavi operating supervisors with the feeling that
they lack the influenci they one-- had.... The n<
machines and .-ferns are a severe challenge to a mar-
ginal supervis , and there is new programming
:'
Rezler , o cit .
nshen, op . cit
. ,
p. 80.
J( ' • . ng to i ; Jr . (Ke; rn< ' dress ' o
end Ai ' '
.
'













There is undoubtedly a ]
fh, I fec1 ,con-
i on be ».
, mizatioi
:- to which his decisions ar< o< 2d
'<
' Le-management decisions that have
alway:
I >posed to call for the experienced h
3^<- it of l ers and pro.:; si mgin . a
now be made at least as well by computers as by mana-gers. a large part of the total midd] >
, rement
3°b co : " of decisions of the same general charac
as those that have alread yielded to automation.decisions are repetitive and require little of the
^nds of flexib
^ - th i coi stj ' 1 ' man'! rincipa]
co tive advantage ovei m 1 ines . : c< Let
with some confidence that persons making such decisi<
'
Ll1 constitute a much smaller fraction of the tot 1
occupied group.
In writing
-bout the impact of automation on management
anizaticn Ansde: cites the following possible conse-
quences for the middle-management grov- :
1. An upward shift of the boundary between plan-
ning and perform ace, as a result of 1 many
Plannin responsibilities will be removed Erom
middle- level managers.
o
K. Davis, "Huma tjustmenl Aut< iced
.



















i eludes that the re ' m ' ihorl :ac-
Lmposed by aul < tion wj 13 affi eel ' managi snt
structuri
reater numl of levels of respc m i] Llity in die
conventional plant vzil] be red automation;
there will be fewer people between the top and the
bottom man . ... If a machine breaks down,- there will
be s( e delay if information has to be passed up the
traditional lines of authority, across, and then
down gain to the right specialist in a staff depart-
Rtei Under automation, the specialist may have to
be called in directly . , , "L
It is difficult to quantitati ly assess the effect of
automation on management structure. Simon believes that
organizations will retain their basically hierarchical
14
structure. Man. gement, taken collectively, may continue
to constitute about the same percent. - of the total wo
roe. Based on the findings of past research, however,
there is ap] ntly a t< y tow* d recentralization which
fects the two lower levels of management/ particul< ly
12Anshen, op . cit
. , p. 7 3.
13Edward B, Shi] ;, bomatj


























In the traditional production environment, the
l
is familj with t:
: each of his journey-
in. There was little requirement for the journeyman to
contribute skills or knowledge which his f >z an might not
possess. His role was to produce. At a later stage, the
owner or manage] of a simple factory retain 3 essential]
this same relationship with his workmen. 15 E t as
advanced and production processes be< le more complex, tl
relationship began to change. It became impossible Eor the
lanager, or even foreman, to have knowledge of the tas of
all those working under his supervision. Mastery of all
aspects of the production process by any one individua]
beca '
" ss and less feasible. 11 • _ ssary to u.
specialists in various
; as of the procei
An
-rent effect of n b ..Ion on the ow aniz I
struc fcu] is a risi in the num e] a] ' i of 1
15
ski, Th uenc< i


















: ys1 • close col] bi
Lalists to be successfi I a recent • on
<
. Lnding Lch the res< irchers
Lly, technical support group' i • or
productio nded in nu ' . nd
i iportance at both plant and corporate levels....
fasten paced operations, more delicati ly balan
units,- gr o \ j ing d e [ > e 1 1d 2nc i e s be tween depar tinents and
plants ... have all been factors., in enhancing the
• 1
G
position of support personnel
.
Also the need for coordination and control over decisions for
largo commitments 01 resources and to reduce costs of disrup-
tion have be.l; 2d to strengthen technical s s.
has increased equipment and system complexity. Examples of
the impact of automation in terns of the rise in support
groups includi : "the creation or expansion of quality cc
trol depart bs, the initiation o' operational study groups
and facility | :ing teams , and the g] : nee ox
17
syst ' ', coj 1 ber, and electronic-; maintenance groin
is the growth in the number c ' com;
establish!] c La] groups to be responsible for automation
Liner H. Burack an I ["nomas J. McNichols, "J
and kuto] Loj R< ear* h Project: Fin. L - (C'J o:
Illi] Lnstii be of Technology, 1968), p. 3.
1 7
' '




























Figuz ; 3. Growth Trend in Special Groups Respom ib]
for Automation Planning.
Th< Lse in thi ' O] tan e oi spi cial: ' :iated
wit] automation is likely to r ;ul1 in changed organizational
relationships. Burack and Lchols <d, for e i le,
t:
Staff personnel are increasingly dj
oi authority and p] rogatives of
clusterin of needed ski] techni
in supp< •' roups, with I ions backin








bi( ' eel. ons an h< ng-
i irtuni ti< The I chal-
:
;
! : of the coordination
spec' technical appl.i Lon with line supervise
'
. , in the organization. Not the leasl ; iportant is
slo] ml of productive relations between the special-
ists and management itself. These are in reality additic
facets of the problem of organizational integration.
Managers i ' ; •
A pert inent question posed by automation is what
acts the shift to automated production system; s on the
qualifications of ins1 luals needed to manage the enter-
prise, First, fruitful results from automal '>' production
syj ' often require a fundam* ' _l ch< nge in approach and
a willingness to rethink the profole o the entire busine
in terms of ull be < Dais and final product. These are not
teclmical q\ ions. They are pro! em: < ' method, organiz
tion, and atl • le, and they require superior man al
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that as production be< tes more autora t ' , is a tend, 'icy
toward redefinition of managem* ri1 credentia] i. Tn a study of.
44 corapanie including 72 plant sites the researche s found:
Technological change in these process and process-
type firm! r. i jor factor in bri] i.ng about
stantia] r< tef Lr Ltd s of cvi; and n ' ]functions and long stand: ng career ,
: terns
.
technically based - aerations, closer operating rela-
tionships between units, higher r, . of outout, and
more control in I :u el ts re ;ng the technological
reshaping job demand ] .. ant's interpre-
tation of work system needs is shifting lotion
credentials to a heavy emph ;is on t! deg: er
•••« rocess operations combi i : . large n bers
of variables caj 3 cc plex prob] solving skilJ
}'[
'
l!: to require the technical degree holdei
Plants ion units character!:
i by
of proc technology tend I , nel
with formal, te hni< 3 cr. tials ^hile less anced
























, in i cril i for
These ph(
because with the introductio i ronounced, pend
Ls is establishes or tl on of
gement qi a] ; Eications. In i\ore adva ce ! automated sys-
tems, charac itic features of technical complexity, in
m rice, and comprehensive controls create emphasis or;
inferential analysis, problem, solving and system-wide o.
tation. '" According to Shils: "Automatic production is
likely to increase the advantages of formal training :
' :, because e;\ch plan! must operate as a unifj
whole, and such operation is best achieved by techniques of
managerial planning and control, which have to be acquire"
w * -. 4 • -.22by formal training,
cts on V. it of_ thj 'orce
Sev »ra3 studies have shown that the m and ] '
common reason given for automating tro action is to achd
luced costs, primarily through direci labor reductions.


















., t] b the ] roup of worl i, t]
catec a
,
' he ones prima]
i Ly | .
1 bo tion. He stat<
In
.
nv view the 3rouP -' the very c< nter of the auto-
^
u







nro^c°^ f^ Packin9< rubber, end in continuousp ocess mdu: I - s such steel, chemicals, andpetroleum refining
. . . . the technology of assembly
•' : ;r has be^Ti changed by bhe comd ig of electroni-calxy controlled and progr. auipraent andV7lt]
-
coming of the automated aipment tltotal labor force contracted considerably




*s for additional workers and displaceWOfers now on the Job .... technological change ]put many of the jobs (of the semi-skilled) in peril'™ * displacement comes, it poses particular]difficult prob] of adjustment
.... This group
"f
rkers will continue to constitute the most serihuman problem or adjustment to automation. 24
major t< ;] Eor management resulting fr
1 th la] r





*V* '' ! L] sworth, "Automation in Manufad i
_s (December 28-30, 1958), p. '
2A
>r,. r .












Ln I s. In a stud t co




, of the ! 31 ord Res< trch Instil i :~tcd
:
nt in all of th< '' : mted to avoid creating ha ip
for employees as a n ' of autoi Lon. In all cases,
transfers were to be effected and advantage w< s to be taken
•~i r.
of norma] attrition to avoid layoffs." /ever, not in
all cases where nobs are eliminated by automation can lay
off be avoided, As Ec Ln points cut, man] workers have
been laid off, especially in the process of mass production
industries converting to automat Lon. In these cases manage-
ment hs i the additional task of facilitating the sep< i i : on
of these workers from the work force smoothly, and to all<
viat I le los"s r E their jobs by p. | sev< ' pay or
dlar co i ons
.
kuta n also ai ects the ad ' • : tion o.t "he
:k force beer. •• ch es in soil skil] quirement;
25
; Jr , 'Ma en1 cisions to
Au tc ' v Liforn




: ski " jo
trequir. : ^ ia ; ;: of a dj
: s anto] : •• i : i < bain
, s and j and c: i Ltes a need kills jo]
it be. . the b ' ling or ; i '
of wo] th new jobs and to est blish new job classi-
fications. Training .tor work in automated productic
requires the development of no brai] Lng methods and train-
ing content. For example, in the past, the worker had to be
shown how to run a machine or to perform a hand operation,.
and was given direct control ov the machine or tool. With
automatic equipment* the instructor's job may be to teach
; e worker to keep his hands off the machine, leaving adjui
rents and repairs to the professional or technica] Lnte--
nance staff. Also the new jobs must be classified, their
co ' n.ts described and analyzed and determination
to what rating factors are important. The traditional job
' em has ere i i undo?: the manui ' em
u< tion. Under automation there a~ ' cal c
R. Bright, 'Does Automat jj : kill
R its f '"








Efect i - equire
e 4 (based on 196 8
For, . ) shows the shifting d for maintenance
versus o] personnel in automai planl ' > 4
shows the percentage of plant: i li< : ing that automatic
resulted in a requirement for less personnel, the sai
numbe: of personnel or mor rsonnel for i Lintenance veri
operations. The two sides of Figure 4 are nearly mirror
of" each other, showing that 53,7 per cent of '
plants iridicate< an increased requirement for maintenance
personnel 3 :-ic 4 9.3 pes cent sj ! a decreased requirement
for operating personnel. These figures provide some idea of
the magnitude of th< me i magement task created by














Figure 4. Automation's Effect on Requi? ents for
rsonnel versus Operating Personnel
Source: 19 68 Automation Trends Survey and Forecast, p. 9
Effects or- Wage Administration
Frederick Taylor and his successors in the scientific
teanagement movement were the; creators of the I ory and
practice of systematically trying inc " nents of human effort
to increments of financial reward. In other words, scien-
tific management is the parent of modern wage inventive





great number of variations. As 1 izatic
luction took place, incentive i€ th< ; << ; wage
determ >n gained in popularity, and toda; i h plans
widely accepi rement--but less so by la;







Lon < mo . Since the o o] i termined
I nol I •; I I rke] piece-] b tho<
Lng wage paym nts hoc 1.
:
opriate. Auto
tion, then, create .".other impo] ta] I task fo e '
the deter] Ln Lon of appropriate nev \
,
criteria. A likely
eventual equence of ai to tion is that more 1 ers will
be paid on a etc rate or even a salaried basis. Th<
determination of actu 1 wage criteria, however, is likely to
present management with difficult pr< blems . Shils I picl
situation as follows:
It is not enough for management to know that auto-
mation will possibly require changes in thinking about
job evaluation and wage policies . ... The major is;
to be faced is, what to do about the dil of the
1 !
compen s a t io n . L s "
?
Since the '• ators no longer control qu tit; and
quality— if th I Leal ana 1 effort,
if wi I ; c< Ltion: e by autc tio and chance
of accidents lessens, if ff pr tier 1 decisio
ar< ' 3 ' I ' ope] itor, a : less skill kno1
and experience required on ce . at
should be th< criteria for wag h.ould e
use they contribute Less; , be-
causi
|
' err, is rising as_a re
If more
. then < I 'is?
Shils
,







tive - • is.
,
,







" nt to an ai





r u] d c « at Lion, will fao n o a. mds f,
n - forms of worker reraun '
i . h 'responsibility
pay," "tension money," and "lonely money." Charles R. Walk.
has summarized the task of management with regard to wage
criteria un.de] autom, ted production in the following ma:
...many compani< ire today seeking o e appropriate
«
' >aying for work done Ln n aae of ever-
changmg technology. Some are experj i mi i ng wj th
new varieties of profit-sharing plan
. others areputting hourly wage-earners on salary. One v
science-based corporation is conducting research to
answer the question: "Just what are we paying for?"
(1) with the new technologies in so::ie departme ts
should w< not be paying da ates rather th j )iece
rate- (2) Would we not do well to pui ; la]portion of our E tory personnel o - I try? (3) What
are we '
' ;
for, or what wou] like topay for: skill, effort, seniority, proj lor
craft
2
|xt xence, education, flexibility loyalty or












: Lans for production wor]
in coi nil Lng automated production .us thos<
in l In non-automated c nies. Thus , :i
panies were asked: "For your production workers whal
or L you use ? Using '
ing lis t i n the one or more typos of s that you
use . " The choices provided were daywork, piecework
,
group
plan , and other .
The da- plan refers to all straight time-payment
plans r ;ed in workers, although the hour is the time
unit most con i -loved.. The daywork plan is the
simplest type of wage plan,, and is the easiest to compute
and to unde] Ld. It does not provide incentive for
increi ' production. Piecework is the most widely i ;ed
incentive plan Under piecework, wages are d '• " : d by
ber of pieces or units of work that an completed.
The • er receives a prescribed amount (the ] icce rate) for
h unit eo: Leted. His < co M : . va It]
outp M The group type of wage p] i pro ; ' or ii
bonu >n group perf<
-. by pr< ati the bonus or pre o--
duc< •• I by the < . Oth ty]

.to i the
131 in til '
of 116 i
en by 114 coi ipanies.
Que is interesting to note that i ombini
alt:
'
; t3 total o 24 . • t 206 co
|
nies ( cent) use daywork wage plans. This larg
titage • panies using the daywork plan
reflects in part the influence of labor unions in wage plan
determination, even in many instances where output stan
could be readil; set and thus incentive plans install' d
The piec Lan was reported in use by 68 (27.87 per cent)
of ti total of 244 com Les . "c. ty co ipanii (] i . .'' r -
:
cent) indicated that they use a group plan, and 1.2 companies
(4.,92 per cent) ave "other" responses all oi w! Lch were
some form of incentive plan, primarily the Standard Hoar
Incentive plan which incoiporates so ie in< i ntive features in
a basic daywork plan. Seventy-six companies (31.15 per
cent) indii ti l1 tl use more than one ty] i ge
payment plan.
The /onse to Question 9 for the two group:-.
mati ' d non-automated, is she 'n in Tab] . ould
be c: i >ected tl perceni of i Les i tuto





















. L ] ' h : •
'
"
fcyi = "' Ln < tivi
.
. >d. For . .. . y-
<rk plan the result- of the test Ln. L- dij E, . ,




' significant at the 10 per cent (.10) Iev<
I
The lifferences for the piecework plan, th g oup p] -,, nd
fche combined p vor'j and "other" Incentive pians were
found to be "not significant."
TABLE X;.
COMPARISON BY TYPE OF WAGE PLA£
Automated (130) Non-auton \ ' L4J





115° 8 8.46 91 79.82
33 25,38 35 30.70
25 1.0.23 15 13.16
5 3. 85 7 6 . 1
4
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-' ' Ln non-auto b
, reduction
a there are many types of obs Eor which Lt is diffi-
cult
: develop production standards upon which to base a
piec ° Plan.
2
On the other hand the existence of piece-
work and other incentive plans in a percentage of autom b I
companies not significantly different from the percentage of
non-automated companies
. Lng such plans suggests a certain
rigidity in wage plans even after automating iroducti >n
Robert L- ^ronson comments on his experience regarding this
pheno] .on as follows:
With the emergence of interest in automation, it wasconfidently
.ted by many students that piec :kana incentive systems of V7age payment would virti
>Pea* th< scene, at least in automate. ,
t*ifs. ne-paced production and th . ., in th«number or m lirect and non-j ro action workers cj
esumption against incentive methods of wage pay
rience, including oud bservations in a number
.




Herbert J. cm qc thus ... s] p •
Ht (Cincj
,








on 10 tin i] v : Lgator w is Ln1 < i




of the numb (pe3 :entages) of produc-
tion maintenance personnel ve
.
. the numbers (percentages)
Qf Production operatives in automated and non-automated
Planfcs
«
I1 •-"• also the objective oi Question 10 to make
comparisons for several industries of the percentages of
production operatives in the skilled, semi-skilled and
unskilled categories in automated and non-automated plants.
Question 10 read:-.
, s follows: "Would you please attach to
P2< - a 1 ionnaire « ] Lst of e bipn Lll
classifications for your gr< bion , L, .
j the
£2^er of employees in each skill
. PJ e use thj si ^n^dard


























to the Di t of L
I c I
i [ca-
tions;" " not h ] " "it w b
time to assemble this data."
Twenty-three companies (17. 5( >< cent) in the auto-
did provic some i >rra of production i \ ';
.
list; however, only 11 of these companies (8.40 per cent)
had made a breakdown of workej suitabl< for anal"! sis In
the non^-automated group 19 companies (16.38 pei c< nt) pro-
vided a list but only 8 of their! (6.93 per cent) . in a
form suitable for analysis,. The response did nor allow an
analysis by industry nor did it allow « comparison in ten
of main:. pe] ] ver: us ope: atj is
.
Using the 11 useful responses from the ai tomated group









-ski ; - unskilled productii
Th : : 3 i-s shown in T .les XXXII ana y i [] for the LUto











i ted sub -gro i :r< '
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l-s in the sub-grou
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' : " !; a co
'
'
lsoii o th ;e two small ,,
the P< of unskilled workers in p , is CO] .....
erably les s for the automated sub-group than for the non-
automated sub-group. Or stated the other way, the percent g,
Di ski11^ and semi-s] Llled production workers is a great
deal higher for the automated sub-group than for the non-
automated sub-group, One might draw the conclusion fro this




of recruiting, training and ma Lng • tetter
educated ai ' were skilled work force. But, even for these
:
•' small i-groups, it can be seen that the raj












' of the companies
in thG n° b-group. T i e, Li tough the
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Coin 17 6 19 2 55 3 !
Company B 154 20 17 4 11%
Cora c 64 ::•: 93 31%
Company D 313 3 9 352 11%
Company E 4 7 7 54 1 O Q
Company F 2 60 260 0%





Company I 8 03 27 107 3 25?
Company J 313 3 316 1%
r <~ :
,




my L 25 51
Company 50 3 2
Company N 43 14
Company 149 29
Company P 287 317
Company 8 6 28
Company R 158 DO



















' Lch C" : ' e obt .
of the survey of companies. T] arvey > gers i the
were doscr: ; bed in tail in ( I,
the 495 managers to which quesi ires were sent, 216
managers returned usable data prior to the cut-off dote.
Thus an overall useful response rate of 43.64 per cent was
experienced
.
Part I of the questionnaire was designed, in part, to
obtain <ir.tr. enabling a oo: arison of the management proi'j le
in the automated production environment with the management
profile in the non-automated production environment. The
factors considered in the comparison are age, number of
years of manage ial experience and level of education. 7\
total of 215 managers responded to the request for their
age--115 of these being from managers of automated firms and
100 from manager s of non-automated Tl I Lbution
er s by age grou shown in Table XX? IV. Detail
Ls of the age data indie I sli< I I Ly younger groi
of i gers from the automated i i . The mean ac re
43.50 years and 44.41 \ • : for the au1 :;ed and non-
au t< • ; ups res- tively , tedi. 44 years









I er in 1
. or li :he yoi
in th aui ' gro< - ' t less. o]
thir d (
TABLE 5
DISTRIB1 T! OF : !RS
''UP
re Groi] Automated (115) Non-automated (100)
Number Per cent Number Per cent
Under 26 2 1.74 0.0
^6-~J0 12 10.43 7 7,00
32-35 1G 13.. 31 13 13.00
36-40 13 11.30 15 15.00
41-45 19 16.52 14 14. CO
50 24 20.87 27 27.00
51-55 12 10.43 12 12.00
56- 10 8.70 8 8. CO




spons e to the request for the number of ye; rs
man experience, 114 managers rr. autom : :irms





I £3 , T]
ar? ^
I
• oup and L2 year for t
no] auto • The mode i for both :-.
.
the su: suits how the g rou] from
autc bed fin s having slightly fewe ' years of experience
TABLE XXXV
YEARS OF MANAGE lIAL EXPERIENCE
Vp:;rq n f AlThOTT); ' I Ml 4^ 'J^'i.-.-Mif ov-.af ^-.rl f'i'i'i
Tjv ! >' • ! ~ '' en* ""^^ Number Per cent Number Per cent
0-5 29 25.44 19 19.19
6-10 14 12.28 19 19,] 9
1] 15 28 24.56 24 24.25
16 2 2 8 24.5 6 20 2 0.20
r 20 15 13.16 17 17.17
The survey results concerning the level of education
for t : ; roups are presented in Table XXXVI. The gj
sizes are 116 and 100 for the ted and no
•
• Table T clearly shows higher

















ber Per cent Number Per cent
High chool or le: 19 16,38 22 22,00
25 21.55 35f !( me Col lecj J J . U'J
College Graduate 37 31.90 22 22.00
Some Postgrad.
Eduction 20 17.24 14 14#00
Master's Degree 15 12.93 7 7. 00
This profile analysis reveals bh n that the group of
managers in ; ted firms are slightly younger, chat they
slightly less years of managerial e Lence, ad that




Intro ; . Lon
Directing is d ; i ied by Koontz and O'Donnell as: "the
managerial function of guiding, overseeing, and leading
people." They further state:
It (directing) is preeminently, therefore, that por-
tion of the management process which involves personal
relationships, even though... all aspects of lanaging
must be designed to make it possible for people to
work together effectively. But directing, as a func-
tion, goes particularly outside of the formal organi-
zation .^nd the enterprise for its roots, since people
are necessarily a product and a part of a culture far
wider than any undertaking or its immediate industrial
environment
.
The introduction of automated production processes
may affect certain elements of the function of directing such
as leadership style, motivational methods, and communications
The purpose of this chapter is to explore some of these pos-
sible effects and to present the survey results regarding
automation and the directing function.
i
Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell, eds
.
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;In the co' I I i fo:
can o I : o
tail : : i wi rfc i his sli i oi the r • it: i at
required speed. He i it < i,f La; ather authoril ian
typo of leadership in supervising workers. >- >: the automat*
line, however, the foreman cannot influence pr< Luction :
driving the workers to greater speed or intensity of efforl
,
While such methods might better be modified even in the con-
ventional plant, they are simply meaningless on the automated
line because the worker does not control the work pace,, and
"the speed of production is not affected by the vigor with
which a button is punched or the intensity with which the
3
machine is watched."
Zalewski believes that less authoritarian attitudes
will become increasingly essential to the functioning of
organizations in advanced stages of automation. The reaso
for this are that upper management has to rely mere on
cialists and because of the requirement for integrated, ream
• rations. Also, at • the lower management le the super-
visors cave to rely more on the good will of the 0£ : ^y:s
3Edward B. Shils, Aul and Indusl .ial Relai
.: York: Holt, Rinehart and Win "... Inc., 966) , 10!






cialized kn< t of the superv.i Ln
the techni< task at 3 id.
Th ; ^ ct, in itse] £ , af fec1 . . of
nagers : he quality of inte I ' -n-
ships cd. the job. It means th< I supervisors will have
to rely more and more on the good will of sul inates.
Thus a ] authoritarian attitude will become "ncreas-
ingly essential to the funct Lo Ling of an organization
....Supervision remains essential, but it is the final
results rather than detailed operations that -must be
supervised in advanced stages of automation.
Effect on TTotivatlan
In add.i tion to these effects of automation on the
leadership aspects of directing, it may be that worker moti-
vation is also affected by automated production. As the
working environment changes from non -automated to automated,
management has to be sensitive to the psychological effects
on workers. An awareness on the part of management of the
factors entering into worker attitude is extremely important.
This is true of course in the conventional production envi-
ron as well as in ! automated plant. However, ito-
mation involves such cnanges in the production environment
that job motivation is vc.r>; likelv to be affected. For
4
And] Zali ki, "The Influence o' Lion on
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' In a < stud
automobile ind nc< Eoun '
certain d] .•: ' i elated ! ; - < ; tt n s of socia]
interaction, close] k r supervision, increased feelings o r:
tension, loss of control over the work pace, ana feelings
insecurity engendered by a feeling of being divorced fro]
the work process. Faunce reports his findings in parr, as
follows
:
In addition to the changes in job content, there
were differences between the automated plant and the
plants using conventional machining techniques in
patterns of social interaction on the job. As a
result of increasing distance between work stations,
closer attention required by the job, inability to
work ahead and take a break, and machine noise, many
workers in the automated plant were virtually isolated,
socially. Interaction occurred less frequently within
smaller groups and there was less identification with
a particular work group in the automatic plant. While
there was less contact with other workers, the worker
in the automated plant reported closer supervision by
the general foreman and superinten ;nt as well as by
his for:-:,en, r :'he increase! :upe] Li ion was a result
of both a decrease in the number of workers r fore-
man ai ; an inc] e ise in amount of time spent I '
foreman in direct supervision on the line. This
. increased su -as r rded the company as
necessary becai of the cost of "down time" or work
stop] in the automated departments.
The decreased opportunity for social interaction
and the increased supervision in the automated plant
:
! r












lid the k I ......
l auto obs.
mother stud; in an automal L< tless
pipe: mill, C. R, Walker reported that workers co
increased tension. He cites typical worker comments:
I'd rather have to work hard for eight hours than
to do nothing physical but have to be tense for eight
hours, the way I do now.
On my old job... my muscles got tired. I went home
and rested ei bit and my muscles were no longer tired.
On this new automatic mill, your muscles don't get
tired, but you keep on thinking, even when you go home.
In contrast with Faunce, howevei - Walker found that after a
period of adjustment in the automated plant the workers began
to demonstrate a strong feeling of belonging to a team. This
was evidenced by group cohesiveness and the expressed desire
to participate in joint problem solving.
In a comparison of the automated job with the non-
8
automated job Strauss and Sayles note an importanl liffi •
William ... Faunce, "The Automobile Industry: A Case
Study in Automation," / : edj . ot rd
Jaci iseph S, { ew York: ] Llosophical
Library, Inc., 1959), pp. 48-49.
Charles R. ' • c-
f
Modi rj Tec] -f ology an_d Cj Lon
(Nov 1 York: McGr ill Book Comj iny, Inc., "1962), pp. '~2G~v I
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to . .. ' ' the j
unj eupte Line runs, t
do. In th ,. i ] the operator hai
to do as long as the equip lent is op ting oothlv
onl\ to work when the equipm* alfunctions. Conse-
quently, Strauss and Sayles conclude, th .. Ls trongiy
motivated to keep the automated line in good running order.
Effect on Comi ratnica t ion P
r
oces s es
The characteristic interdependence of automated pro-
cesses implies participation, and participation is facili-
tated uhrough cG"'"iunic5 tion , Snils stares uhati With
automation, new channels of communications must be estab-
9lished. He feels that in order for production engineers,
technical specialists, product designers and the other em-
ployees in automated production to function as an integrated
10team, a more effective system of communication is necessary.
Because of the requirement for the rapid flow of infor-
mation, automation accentuates the need for lateral communi-
cation. As Zalewski puts it: "Rather than a vertical line
on the organ J Lor chart along which or < i a.^r, from top to
bottom and rep< : ts pas^ upward from subordj to r .
9
" Shils . pit





, r j nd co
between d the spec Lalists for
i
: ile.
ios t important asp< t
of on on the i function oJ
i tent b iware of them, un itan* the p< • :
consequences . be ready to : . necessary adji I nts and
nts, There is probably a tendency on the part o
management to be preoccupied with the "hardware" of automa-
tion. Many writers stress the possible negative consequences
of this, pointing out that attention to human factors is
certainly not less important in the automated plant. Shils,
fo3.: one, believes that professional managerial attention to
human relationships is more important in the automated pro-
duction environment: "Professional managers are more impor-
tant in an automated plant than in a conventional plant,,..
There becomes evident a nev7 relationship between supervisors
and workers, which requires a better knowledge of human rela-
1 •>
tions 3'^d organizational leadership.""1"'
Survey_ P. e su 1 1 s : Directing
Con - : of Manager is ";. p tr^tudos
The purpose of Part II of the questionnai







SI •• /- , o . cit, . p . 10 7 ,





i L< Le rid to ; I a <
of bh( two gri in this re Phatak states:
The connol tion of the terms "authoritarian e-
ent 1 u ticipative management" and th<
styles ith these two i hilos
LI known. One cannot categorical i cl my
rc.r as exclusively authoritarian or particj Lve
in ianage] i yle. Most managers v i Llate on a con-
tinuum of managerial styles, the ran 'reading betwe
authoritarian and participative managerial itt< rns. , ;
the same time the managerial style (s) of a manager or
groups of managers can be identified as relatively
oriented toward either the so-called authoritarian man-
agement-, or the participative management philosophy or
theory
.
Of the 495 managers to which the questionnaire was
sent, a total of 207 managers completed the attitude ques-
tionnaire in Part II and forwarded usable data, a total
response of 41.82 per cent. One-hundred-and-nine of these
are managers in automated firms, and 90 are managers in non-
automated firms.
Managers responded to each item in Part II on a five-
point scale as follows: strongly disagree; disagree; uncer-
tain; agree; or strongly agree. For half of the items, a
high score indicates a favorable attitude toward authori-
tarian management concepts. For the other half of the it
the scale was reversed and a low score indicates a favoral
Arvind Phatak, "Manag i 1 kttiti s in the United
State-;, and Ind '' The Economic and Business J^y 1 (Phi la-
Bureau of Economic and i
,
chool o r~










other w< . so I — (1
5) indical consistent with the authoril
mt style, and a low score (toward 1) indie. an
attitude c. .
.
b ' :L with the part: I Le of manage-
ment. The possible range in total score is 32 point com
8 (extremely participative) to 40 (extremely authoritarian)
with scores above .16 indicating an attitude in the authori-
tarian direction and scores below 16 indicating an attitude
in the participative direction.
The results of the survey indicate that both groups,
i.e., managers in automated and non-automated production
environments, tend somewhat toward a preference for the
authoritarian style--but not greatly so. The mean total
questionnaire scores are 18.413 and 19.888 for the automated
and non-automated groups respectively. Thus, the automated
group has a lower mean total score indicating a less authori-
tarian tendency than the non-automated group. To determine
whether or not the difference in mean total scores for the
two groups is significant, an analysis of variance was con-
ducted on the data. The analysis shows that the differs ice
in the mean total questionnaire .scores is significant at I
1 per cent (.01) level. 1\ summary of the analysis of vari-
ance is presented in Table XXXVII,

YSIS
Source of Squares Deg of
Fr<












The analysis of managerial attitudes also include'', a
comparison of the automated and non-automated groups com-
bined with certain biographical factors, the data for which
were obtained in Part I of the Questionnaire to managers.
The factors considered v.'ere : (1) ace; (2) managerial level;
(3) number of years in present position; (4) number of years
with the firm; (5) number of years of managerial experience:
(6) level of education; and (7) major field of study. The
respondents in each of the two groups were farther classified
by each of these seven factors. The resulting profiles
obtained are presented in Figures 5 through 1.1 . Examination
of the profiles shows that the observed range of the mean
total questionnaire scores runs between 17.0 and 21.0 with
three minor exceptions. Again, this indicates that both
groups tend s< hat to 3 an authoritarian managerial attj
tude, However, in all category or each biographical fac-
tor consii lean total scores are hJ : r for t
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tan for the ai to zed g] »up, thou I





















































Figure 6. Mean Tota] Questionnaire Scores according























































YEARS ON THE JOB
Figure 7. Mean Total Questionnaire Scores according
















6-10 11-15 16-20 g.t. 20
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YEARS WITH THE FIRM
CO
Figure 8, Mean Total Questionnaire Scores according






















YEARS OF MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCE
Figure 9. Mean Total Questionnaire Scores according

























Figure 10. Mean Total Questionnaire Scores according




































MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY
11. Mean Total Questionnaire Scores
to Production Process and Major Field of Study.
Figure iccordino
To conclude this section on managerial style, an
excerpt from the Zmnual Report of one company in the auto-
mated group provides a good example of the participatory
approach:
Every morning at 9:30 in the Control Room, depart-
mental foremen meet with the production Supervisor to
3:eview performance and make necessary adjustments to
correct schedules ... Deficiencies in the performance
of any department, which affect other departments, are
ironed out in preparation for the day's production.
These Action Meetings, conducted within the ranks of
supervisor-- p< rsonnel without management interference,
have pro/ed most effective in raising the standards
of production efficiency. Foremen recognize t:^-
dependence of each department on others, and ta





: ( t"; ;: questioi Lre to indj
vidua] manager! to determini what motival I factors
man en1 believ* co] i st posil i rely to job satis-
LCtion among employe* s and bo c< the auto.
non*-automated groups in this respect. Frederic! berg,
who has devoted many years to the study of motivation, con-
tends that management often emphasizes the' wrong factors.
These factors he refers to as "hygiene" factor::, which, if
absent, can make a worker unhappy but, according to Herzberg,
their presence does not make workers want to work harder.
Based on his studies Herzberg states:
...the factors envolved in producing job satisfaction
(and motivation) are separate and distinct from the
factors that lead to job dissatisfaction....
Two different needs of man are involved here. One
set of needs can be thought of as stemming from his
animal nature--the built-in drive to avoid pain from
the environment, plus all the learned drives which
become conditioned to the basic biological needs. For
example, hunger, a basic biological drive, makes it
necessary to earn money, and then money becomes a
specific drive. The other set of needs relates to
that unique human characteristic, the ability to achieve
and, through achievement, to experience psychological
growth. The stimuli for the growth needs are tasks
that induce growth; in the industrial setting, they
arc the job content. Contrariwise, the stimuli inducing
pain-avoidance behavior are found in the job enviro]
men
The growth or motivator factors that are intrinsic
to the job are: achievement, recognition for achievement,
Frederick Herzberg, "One More Time: How Do you
Motivate Emplo i ;?" , Hj d Business Review (January-
F ebi ua ry , 1 9 6 ii ) , pp . 5 3-^62.

the wo]
Th d:i on-a^ < or h tors
thai i I to t! job inclu
an i vision, inter; >nal re] . -. _
ships, v/o; condi tio , salary, status, city.
Herzb " conclusions ar< basi Lmarily on his
studies of people as employees or w rs . The objecl Lve Ln
this study was to determine to what extent management '
s
view
of what the mot:£v. I r factors are coincides with Herzberg's
findings. Thus in Part III of the questionnaire managers
were asked: : , hat motivational factors do you feel con-
tribute most positively to job satisfaction among employees?
Please answer this question by use of the following list of
motivational factors. From the list choose the five (5_)
factors which you believe contribute most positively to job
satisfaction and indicate your choices by check-marks . " The
factors listed were Kerzberg's thirteen "motivator" and
"hygiene" factors.
There were 208 usable responses to Part III--113 of
these from managers in automated firms and 95 from managers
in non- automated firms. The results for the total sample
are presented' in Table XXXVIII which shows how the specified
factors are ranked by the total group of 208 managers. It
is seen from Table XXXVIII that management considers sala
to be the factor which contributes most positively to wor]




' lid • 's findings as to what fac
ar actual] the prima cause of s< L: bioan and wh
:tors are b] : .iry cause oi dissati lion on the job,
n Sa , " one of Herzberg*s "hygiene" factors, wai iund in
more instances than not to contribute to job dissatisfaction
rather than to job satisfaction. Table XXXVIII also she
that management places three "hygiene" factors and only two
"motivator" factors in the top five. The three middle ranked
factors are "motivator" factors. The "motivator" factor
"responsibility" is ranted tenth in the list of thirteen, and
the three lowest ranked factors are "hygiene" factors.
In Table XXXIX the survey results are shown broken
down between the automated and non-automated groups. As in
the result for the total sample both groups rank "salary"
first as contributing most positively to job satisfaction.
Four of the five highest ranked factors are the same for both
groups , The automated group includes in the top five, "ad-
vancement f" which is ranked sixth by the non-automated group.
Also, the. ncn -automated group includes in the top five,
"working conditions," which is ranked sixth by the automated
group. Both groups rank "the wort itself" seventh and
"achievement" eighth. The five lowest ranked factors are the
same for both groups although they are not in the same order,
In addition to the similarity between the two groups




, p . 57 .

] ;
dif j i i I ' s bel i th
1] for most of the facfr ' The tor sh
I Lar Lf j n Ln ta L s '
-
' was ii : i ' in t I ive Ea by 33.63 per cent
rs in the automated group and by 54.74 par cent
those in the non-automated group. The difference in these
two proportions is significant at the I per cent (.01) level.
TYie. differences for the factors "company policy and adminis-
tration," "opportunity for personal growth/' and "salary" are
all just significant at the 10 per cent (.10) level.
The automated group includes three "motivator" factors
('recognition for achievement," "opportunity for personal
growth," and "advancement") in the top five. The non-
automated group includes only two "motivator" factors
("recognition for achievement" and "opportunity for personal
growth") in the top five, although the sixth ranked f?ictor,
"advancement/ 1 is a "motivator" factor. The factors "the
work itself" and "achievement" ranked seventh and eighth,
respectively, by both groups arc "motivator" factors. Pour
of the five factors ranked lowest by both groups are "hygiene"
factors the exception being the "motivator" factor "respon-
sj bility .
"
Thus, the two groups of managers are much more simi]
than dissimilar in their beliefs about what factors are more
important in promoting job satisfaction. Their beliefs, how-







RANKING ASS I TO TION
FACTORS BY W N ENT
Factor Number (208) "< r; cent
Salary 1 6 8 80.77
Recognition for achievement 156 75.0
Security 109 52.4
Opportunity for personal growth 102 4 9.04
Working conditions 90 4 3,27
A dva nceme 1 1
1
81 33.94
The work itself 70 33.65
Achievement 62 29.81
Relationships with other employees 46 22.12
Responsibility 40 19.23
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It was stated in Chapter I that the broad hypothesis
underlying this study is that the introduction of automat:
production systems will affect the responsibilities, roles
and activities of management. The purpose of the study has
been the investigation of certain effects of production auto-
mation on the process of management in terms of the mana-
gerial functions o± planning, controlling/ organizing,
staffing and directing,
The study was introduced by a review of the relevant
literature. It was seen that there has not been a standard-
ized, uniformly accepted definition of automation. The
literature does reveal, however, that there is wide agreement
that the concepts of continuous flow and closed-loop auto-
matic control are essential to the full automation of manu-
facturing and processing systems.
Based on the literature, the history of automation
was traced from three standpoints: (1) th< volution of con-
trol devices; (2) the evolution of continuous flow of ass< i-
bly and transfer operations; and (3) the evolution of data
processing automation. It was seen that in some re ts t!

1 b
es of auto] on can be traced to ancient origins.
1
i I ' nj rig the state-of-the-art of auto
; s not< thai • hile there may be basically
nothing about automation in so far as concepts are con-
cerned, the modern equipment and devices which make automatic
control and handling more feasiblt and the extensiveness of
the applications of automation are new. This section also
included an explanation of the distinction between automation
in process industries and the automation of discreet produc-
tion. The section concluded with a presentation of examples
of current automation applications and installations.
The final section in the review of the literature
chapter traced the development of professional management in
relation to technological evolution.
The four chapters following the review of the litera-
ture constitute the report of the primary research effort,
and addressed themselves to the effects of production auto-
mation on the managerial functions of planning, controlling,
organizing and staffing, and directing. Each chapter con-
tained an overview of effects based on the literature and
previous studies and a report of the survey results pertain-
ing, to the managerial function being investigated.
In the chapter dealing with the effects of automation
on the planning function it was first suggested that planning
is the managerial function most affected by automation. T
following section included treatment of:

If '
1. The incri ~itic ' i , o plann
from automating iuction
2 r The effe of automation on t] e ma age :
planning horizon
3. The effect of integrated production
management philosophy
4 „ The increased Importance of business fore-
canting under automated production
5. The effects of automated production on the
decision environment
The succeeding section reported the survey results pertaining
to planning. The sub-functions, elements or aspects of plan-
ning to which the survey addressed itself were:
1. Analysis and comparison of the automated and
non-automated groups with regard to the exist-
ence of written corporate plans
2. Analysis and comparison in t°rras of the length
of future planning periods
3. Analysis and comparison with regard to the
existence of written statements of objectives
and goals
4. Analysis and comparison of business forecasting
practices
5. Analysis and comparison in terms of planning and
decision-making techniques employed
The final section of this chapter dealt with indicators of
the impact of production automation on managerial planning.
The second of the four primary research chapters was
concerned with the effects of automation on the control func-
tion. The first section of this chapter discussed and esta]
iishcd that the most prevalent reasons for automating
production arc based on control factors--the singl< )st

:-sing the desire to reduce costs. Th
on included discussions c .
1. The .integration of control
2
.
The requirement for diminished i se times
in the automated production environment
3. The effects of producti< n au1 ion on the
capac i ty to contro
1
The remainder of the chapter was devoted to reporting the
survey results pertaining to the control function. The ele-
ments of control to which the survey addressed itself were:
1. Analysis and comparison of the automated and
non-automated groups in terms of the criteria
used for measuring organizational performance
2. Analysis and comparison of the types of manage-
ment information systems installed in the auto-
mated and non-automated companies
The next research chapter was concerned with the
effects of automation on the organizing and staffing func-
tions. The first section explained the close relationship
between the organizing and staffing functions. The follow-
ing section treated:
1. The effects of automation on management
structure
2. The increase in the number and importance
of technical and other special support groups
accompany ing an tomat ion
3. The redefinition of management credentials as
production becomes more automated
4. Effects of automation on management of the
work force
5. Effects of automation on wag [ministration

T te remainder of t devoted to reporting
survey lults ] : i i ning to the organizing staffing
ictions. The elements to which this part oJ the survi
addressed j I were:
1. Wage plan patterns in the auto ted and
non-automated groups
2. Production work force skill requirements
3. Analysis and comparison of management profiles
for the automated and non-automated groups
The final research chapter was concerned with the
effects of automation on the directing function. The first
section discussed the unique nature of the directing function
in that it is preeminently that part of the management pro-
cess which involves interpersonal relationships. The suc-
ceeding section treated:
1. The effects of automation on leadership
style
2. The effects of automation on worker
motivation
3. The effects of automation on communication
processes
The remainder of the chapter was devoted to reporting the
survey results pertaining to ^che. directing function. This
part of the survey addressed itself to:
1. Analysis and comparison of managerial leaders)-
styles in the automated and non-automated groups
2. Analysis of management perception of employee
motivation and a comparison of the automated and




The i Lndin s and conclusions prese ! here bas<
on the survey results which were reported in the four rosea
chapters. st of the conclusions rest on statistical co i
parisons of the utomated and non-automated groups of com-
panies -
Questions 3a, 3b,- 4a, 4b, 5 and 6 of the questionnaire
to companies were designed to determine the effects of auto-
mation on certain aspects of managerial planning. First,
based on the response to Question 3a, a comparison of the
automated and non-automated groups was made in terms of the
relative criticality of advance planning as reflected by the
existence of written corporate plans. Statistical analysis
of the data showed that a significantly higher proportion of
the automated companies have written plans. The conclusion
drawn from this is that the management of automated companies
does experience a more critical need for formalized advance
planning. It. was also found, however, in response to Ques-
tion 3b, that considering companies which do have formalized
corporate plans, there are not significant differences
between the automated and non-automated groups with regard
to the amount of multi-year and long-range planning.
The data obtained in response to Question 4a were
analyzed statistically to determine if there were significant
differences b b een the two groups in terms of the existenc
of written statei ts of objectives and goals. From thj

an; .' I conclude! that the management of u1 ted
Les ttach a gr< tipori nice to advan | Lanning as
reflected by the significantly higher proportion of automat
companies having written state nts of objectives and goals.
The purpose of Question 5 was to obtain informatj
e nabling a comparison of the automated and non-automated
groups with regard to: (1) the extent of business forecast-
ing activities; (2) the frequency with which forecasts are
made; and (3) the length of periods for which forecasts are
made. The forecast types considered were sales forecasts;
production forecasts, profit forecasts, manpower forecasts,
financial requirements, equipment requirements, facility or
plant requirements, and technological forecasts. Statistical
analysis showed that a significantly higher proportion of
automated companies make forecasts in each of the eight
specified areas. It is therefore concluded that automation
does have an effect on whether or not companies engage in
forecasting. The analysis in terms of the frequency with
which forecasts are made indicated that, with the exception
of manpower forecasts, the automated companies perform fore-
casts more frequently than the non-automated firms. Further-
more, based on an analysis of the length of periods for which
the various types of forecasts are made it may be concluded
that the automated group tends to forecast further into t'<<
future than does the non-automated group.
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The ] ( se to i ition •' at very few corn-
:
•
i Mien: the auto] ted or ricn-au '
use of certain of the quantitative plannii decision-
making techniques specified. Based on a non-statistical
coj Lson, however, it is reasonable to conclude that more
of the automated companies employ advanced planning a
dec;!, sion-maki ng techniques ,.
Question 7 of the questionnaire to companies was
designed to determine if there are differences between the
automated and non-automated groups in the importance assigned
by management to certain measures of organisational perform-
ance. It was found that the two groups were much more simi-
lar than dissixn.i3.ar in the order of importance in which they
ranked the specified performance measures. It is therefore
concluded that automation has only minor effects on the
relative importance assigned by management to the various
criteria for measuring and evaluating organizational per-
formance.
Another indication of the effect of automation on
management in terms of the control function is the relative
complexity of the management information system. The purpose
of Question 8 was to provide for a comparison of the auto-
mated and non- utomated groups is this respect. Based on
statistical analysis of the results it is possible to con-
clude that the proportion of automated companies having
computer-based management infor] Ltion systems is significan

hig than the iortion of non^automated companies hav
Questions 9 arid 10 of the questionnaire to companies
three oi tl e questions in Part I of the questionnaire to
individual managers were designed to evaluate the effects of
automation on certain aspects of the organizing and staffing
functions. Based on statistical analysis of the response to
Question 9 the conclusion is that at present there are not
significant discernible differences in the pattern of wage
plans in use for production workers in automated versus non-
au toma ted firms .
The response to Question 10 indicated that the per-
centage of skilled and semi-skilled production workers is
considerably higher for the automated group than for the
non-automated group. The analysis was based, however, on
two small sub-groups. Consequently, the evidence is con-
sidered insufficient to draw a general conclusion regarding
the effect of automation on skill requirements.
Fart I of the questionnaire to individual managers
was designed, in part, to obtain data enabling a comparison
of the managei ent profile in the automated production envi-
ronment with the management profile in the non-automated
production environment. The factors considered in the com-
parison were age, number of years of managerial experience
and level of education. from the profile analysis it is
concluded thai thi i '3 [ers in the automated group of fin
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are . • , that, th i ve slightly fewe of
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r
and thai . jro I i ; I i
cantly : Led
.
Thi ire to individi I managers wa: i
pr i ] ly Eor the purpose of investigating certain ej cts of
automai Lon on the directing function, ,''; Lfically, the pur-
pose of Part II was to determine the relative orientation of
the two groups of managers toward authoritarian or partici-
pative leadership styles and to provide for a comparison of
the two groups in this respect. The survey results indicated
that both groues, i.e., managers in automated and non-
automated production environments, tend somewhat toward a
preference for the authoritarian style. The automated group,,
however, exhibited a less authoritarian tendency than the
non-automated group. Statistical analysis of the data showed
the non-automated group to be significantly more authori-
tarian in managerial attitude.
The purpose of Part III was to determine what moti-
vational factors management believes contribute most posi-
tively to job satisfaction among employees and to compare
the automated and non-automated groups in this respect. Con-
sidering the response for the total sample of managers it
was seen that management's beliefs are not consistent with
previous research findings as to what factors are actually
the primary cause of worker satisfaction and which cues are
the primary cause of dissatisfaction. The anagers ranked

mori iygd "mainl nee" factors th "moi
bor: e mosl ortanl In comparing the re-
sponses of the automated and non-auto H as
found that the two groups were quite similar with -d to
the order in i ' ; :h bhey ranked th pecified a tors. On
conclusion drawn from these results is that there are on] r
minor di noes between the two groups in their beliefs
about what factors are more important in promoting job sat-
isfaction. It is further concluded that management may be
emphasising factors which do not necessa.rily motivate employ-
ees and contribute to job satisfaction.
Areas for Further R esearch
There are two specific suggested areas for further
research, both of them arising from limitations of this
study. First, becauise of the differences between various
automated production processes, the effects of automation on
management may vary from industry to industry. Therefore,
an important area for further research would be the study of
effects of production auto/ration on management within given
industries. Secondly,- this study does not account for the
possible effects of company size on management for the func-
tions, sub-functions and elements investigated. There re-
mains a need to separate and measure the effects of size.





Letterli The University of Georgia
College of Business Lnistration
Athens, Geo<: i 10601
January 22, 197
Dear Sir:
I am a candidate for the Ph.D. degree in Business Administra-
tion at the University of Georgia.
Your help is requested in an intensive study of "Management
and Technology.' 1 It will take a few minutes of your time,
but these minutes collectively will provide the data for the
most important part of my doctoral dissertation . The primary
objective of Lite study is to contribute to a better under-
standing of this increasingly important topic. .
Your answers to the enclosed questions will be kept in confi-
dence and will appear only in unidentified or statistical
summary Corm with those of other companies , No one but me
will see your returned ques tionnaire
.
It will be helpful to me if you do provide your company name
in question #1 for reasons of product classification; however,
if you prefer not to indicate company name, please leave it:
blank and complete the remainder of the questionnaire.
Please use the enclosed envelope to return the questionnaire
directly to me.





Bad: The University of Georgia




I am a candidate for the Ph.D. degree in Business Administra-
tion at the University of Georgia.
Your help is requested in an intensive study of "Management
and Technology," It will take a few minutes of your time,
but these minutes collectively will provide the data for the
most important part of my doctoral dissertation. The primary
objective of the study is to contribute to a better under-
standing of this increasingly important topic.
Your answers to the enclosed questions will be kept in con-
fidence and will appear only in statistical summary form with
those of other managers. No reference to an individual man-
ager or an individual company will be made. No one but me
will see your returned questionnaire.
It will be helpful to me if you do provide the name of your
company in question #1 for reasons of product classification.
However, if you prefer not to indicate company name, please
leave it blank and complete the remainder of the question-
na i re
.
Please use the enclosed envelope to return the questionna.i
directly to me.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
John E . Wi I

APPEN] I C
EXAJY '] E I C R ' i TE OBJ] i I VES
FROM THE AUTO D GROUP
Company A
OVERALL OBJECTIVES
1. To develop earnings per share that can be sustained over
the long range and can be increased progressively without
erratic swings during various cyclical periods.
a. To develop a reasonable and constructive market
evaluation of our stock.
2. To be strong enough and competent enough in each of our
chosen fields of business that we are not at a competi-
tive disadvantage in the market place,
3. To provide a business atmosphere within which each
employee can maximize his 03: her individual potential
for growth and advancement.
4. To accept the responsibility and to exercise the oppor-
tunity to be a constructive force in the nation and in






1. (C< 7 B) will conduct it5-. busin< ' which
uphol Li re] utation for integrity, quality, relia-
bility, and special capabilities; maximizes the value of
the stockholders' investment? provides opportunities for
all its employees to grow, perform,, and achieve financial
security.
2. (Company B) will plan and achieve a continued profit
growth as measured by return on investment and earnings
per share.
3. (Company B) will carry on appropriately balanced, diversi
fied, growing, and profitable businesses in...
4. (Company B) will comply with applicable .laws and regula-
tions in the equal employment opportunity field. It
will not discriminate against any employee or applicant
for employment because of race, religion, color, national
origin, age or sex.
5. (Company B) will be a market-oriented company:
(a) ascertaining and anticipating the needs of
present and future markets it can serve;
(b) acquii-.ing market positions, including consumer
markets, where feasible and desirable in prefer-
ence to selling raw or serai-finished materials
or b a s i c com raod i ties
;

(c) < ing pr< I n in
cho rkets;
(d) be* ely deployed toward markets
bai organization, ca] ta] inves I "-, produ<
development on response b market dynamics;
(e) withdrawing from markets showing continued
uncorrectab1e 1ow re turn on inve s tm ent
.
6. (Company B) will achieve highly efficient manufacturing
capability in its major product lines; will keep its
facilties in superior operating condition; will maintain
in its operating areas suitable environmental quality,
and will meet, and when possible exceed, in both letter
and spirit, all environmental standards.
7, (Company B) will achieve growth in the following ways:
(a) By continual increase (including geographical
expansion) in percentage share of those present
markets and products which have the greatest
profit and growth potential;
(b) By entry into related new markets and products,
based upon exploitation of present market posi-
tion, manufacturing capabilities, and existing
or newly developed technology;
(c) By licensing, export sales, and limited equity
i nve s tinen t s abroad ;
(d) By acquisition of businesses conforming to oth




~ enga ture o ent
products, or related now markets a
products;
~ strengthen (Company B's) mar] ,
ment, ma ' ; ng, raw mat< i ] o I ch-
n J ca 1 po s i t i on ;




, To make ; profit by servi] primarily the ( )
industri( i I i jh enc Lng, cuam Eacture, and ma] :< t
ing of high-quality products.
2, To maintain a sound financial position to pre for
growth, diversification, arid research as well as to
insure economic stability, security, and opportunity for
our stockholders and employees. To share profits with
employees as an incentive for improved performance, while
paying our stockholders a good return on their invest-
ment. To contribute a share of the profits through the
(Company C) Foundation for educational, religious , and
charitable purposes for use primarily in our plant com-
munities, but also throughout the United States,
3 S To administer the resources and facilities of the Company
effectively and harmoniously by:
a. Maintaining a sound organization structure through
which management can most effectively direct and con-
trol the enterprise;
b, Providing the motivation and opportunity to employe"
to develop their skills and abilities to perform
their present jobs better and to become prepared for
advancement to better job!

c. Stimul bhe initiative of employees to suggest,
in, develop; and promol Impr . nts in method
sy; b prod dures, products, and facilities, to
keep ' I '< I ; Industrial practices, and
to insure that ov l1 ed procedur< md uneconomic.
method! are abolished;
d. Cor ng the day-to-day business of the Company on
an efficient and effective basis that will provide
both short-range and long-range profitable operations;
e. Maintaining sound personnel policies and practices so
that employees are treated fairly and justly i.n
accordance with our respect for the dignity of indi-
viduals and so that they aid in and are consistent
with attainment of our commercial and financial objec-
tives; and
f. Keeping employees, stockholders, customers, suppliers,
and our public continuously informed of our objec-
tives, plans, and accomplishments.

DCO : OBJECTIVES
OBJECTIVE — T i bi bhe outstanding ( ) org
i n the world
.
OBJECTIVE -- To discover new sol; I i »ns tc our custome s'
problems and to use this kn< to /elop
new products.
OBJECTIVE — To make a profit sufficient to create and
attract required capital to support our growth.
OBJECTIVE --- To attract, develop,, and retain highly compe-
tent! enthusiastic people who make it possible
to r e a 1 i rz e the o the r ob j ec t J v e s .
OBJECTIVE -— To participate as a corporation and to encourage
participation by individuals in the life of our
communities, with the intent to assume our fair




(COMPANY E'S) CORPORATE PURPOJ
(Company E) will meet with integrity its re: Li-
ties to shareholders, customers, r ployees, suppliers,
gov ernmen t and soc i e t
y
,
(Company E) intends to ran"!; among the highest 20 per
cent of comparable U.S. companies in terms' of earnings growth
and return on shareholders equity, thereby enhancing the
value of its stock. In sales volume, (Company E's) objective
is to be one of the top 500 manufacturing companies in the
U.S.
The company intends to continue and expand its diversi-
fied basis of operations within its areas of competence.
Entry will be made into selected new markets and products.
(Company E) will continue to develop its international oper-
ations in areas of opportunity. It will discontinue opera-
tions that do not produce satisfactory long-term returns on
committed resources.
(Company E) will manage its affairs with excellence.
It *will develop and employ strategic planning as a framework
for. achieving its objectives. Plans will include courses of
action to be taken and timetables for accompli shraent
.
(Company E) intends to broaden the market for its New-
York Stock Exchange listed stock and to retain its present
ind opend en t id en t i ty „

1!
(COMPANY F) CORPORATE OBJECTIVES
(Company F's) objectives ar lesigned to gen
entl iusj . i Lvity , an increased profits
throughout the entire corpoi ti< n. The (Company F) Corporal
Objectives
(a) To build an integrated technology company;
(b) To increase earnings per share at a minimum rate
of 15% annually;
(c) To increase interna] sales growth, exclusive of
acquisitions, at a minimum rate of 10% annually;
(d) To maintain an after-tax return on new investment
of 15%;
(e) To insure the total involvement and motivation of
key personnel.
Each of these corporate objectives is important in its
own right, yet each complements the other.
First, (Company F) will continue to build an integrated
technology company. Our commitment in expanding the inte-
grated technology concept will permit the corporation not
only to serve a growing and expanding series of inter re"' ited
markets but it will also generate capital to enable us to
expand research and development activities, to invest in new
ventures, and introduce new products.

believe a c 'on of capabl<
coupled with in-depth planning and Lev/ at al]
manac ;] b levels v.'il i assure us of reaching our ea aing
;
share objt : : s .
Third, (Company F) projects an internal sales growth,,
exclusive of acquisitions, at. a minimum rate of 10 per ce
per year. (Company F) is constantly reviewing its sales
efforts, developing and looking for new products and markets
and making a determined effort to replace low gross profit
products with higher gross profit items.
Fourth, (Company F) plans for an after-tax return on
investment of 15% as a minimum for new capital ventures.
Constant appraisal of present markets, margins and product
obsolescence and an awareness of new products and new markets
determine where (Company F) invests to maximize future earn-
ings .
Finally, and most important, is the active participa-
tion in the corporation by all supervisory people and employees
in establishing corporate and individual goals. Measurable
budgets, standards and objectives have been established for
all members of (Company F) , and individual performance is
evaluated to determine accomplishment and reward.

0] rECTIVES
A, To contribute toward a better life for oui i loyees and
the families.
B, Provide maximum security and a fair return for all who
have invested in our company either directly or indirectly
C, To be a good citizen and of service to our community,
state and nation.
D, To provide our customers v.7ith increasingly better quality
products and better service at competitive price and




1. T -age our business with tb primary obj of
i ' - king a con bo socj Business can be one
of the most effective vehicles through which man serves
society. Thus, any service we perform should, be orienti
toward the public welfare, and any product we manufacture
should be designed to be the best possible product in its
price class.
2. To recognize the dignity and personal worth of every
individual , All employees should have the opportunity to
share in the company's success, for each of them helps to
make it possible. Every individual deserves job security
in accordance with his performance on the job and the
personal satisfaction of being commended for a job well
done. The objective is not simply to make the organiza-
tion more efficient-—although that will certainly be one
resuit--but to emphasize beyond any possible doubt that
human labor is not a commodity to be bought and sold in
the marketplace.
3. To rec 22J3i- ze °,ur responsibility to society in genera 1
.
We are all indebted to those who developed and to those
who preserve our system of government and for the freedom
to carry on our business; to our schools and universities
for pushing forward the frontiers of knowledge; and to
our religious organizations for their moral training.

must support these institutions of our society
alJ the energy and str< i : ! our command if we Lsh to
preserve our freedom and Individual libert




Profit is the monetary i .re of the
contribution of the business to society. It is the
difference between the value of goods and -cos we
give to society and the remuneration obtained for them,
It is our insurance that the business will continue to
grow and flourish, meeting ail of its obligations to
customers, employees and the general public. It provides
the stockholders with a fair return and. encourages fur-
ther investment. Profit, in short, is not the proper
end of business; it is merely the means that makes the
achievement of the proper ends possible.

I: )IX D
EXAMPLES OF CORPORATE OB. VES
FROM THE NON-AUTOMATED CROUP
Company I
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
(Company I) Objectives Related to Shareholders
(Company I) will strive to carefully plan, organize,
coordinate, and control its available resources of time,
space, material, money and people to insure their most pro-
ductive and effective use.
(Company I) will strive to create and keep satisfied
customers
.
(Company I) will strive to expand the use of its pro-
ducts domestically and internationally into every industry
where needs for them exist or can be created.
(Company I) will strive to constantly evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of every facet of its organization,
giving particular attention to the qualifications- growth,
and development of people.
(Company I) will strive to promote the confidence and
respect of customers, employees, suppliers, shareholders,
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and th L ] ] y exercising the highest sta Is
and ethical c< act.
(Company I) will strive to produce profit results and
increase equity o- . values c, Lstent with com] i
objectives and competitive forces at work Ln otn economy.
(C< i I) Objectives 'Related to 1 :
(Company I) will strive to recognize the person
goals of each individual in the company seeking means to
harmonize them with company objectives.
(Company I) will strive to develop a climate for indi-
vidual achievement compatible with company objectives by
encouraging creativity, initiative, individuality, judgment,
and individual development and growth.
(Company I) will strive to base employment and treat-
ment of employees upon individual qualifications with due
consideration for length of service. Qualification means
ability, actual and potential, and has no reference to
religion, birthplace, sex, race or color.
(Company I) will strive to provide opportunities for
advancement, full use of abilities and skills, and recogni-
tion and reward for satisfactory or outstanding performance.
(Company I) will strive to encourage teamwork, develop




y I) will strive to use its resources Efec-
ely to ovidi customers with high quality, dependable
products used to ( ) and develop or acquire'
othe3 products or enterprises which will enhance the service
of the company to its customers.
(Company I) will strive to provide delivery of products
promptly according to customer requirements.
(Company I) will strive to adequately and prompt.!;'
provide customer requirements for maintenance, repair and
technical advice related to i bs products and their applica-
tion,
(Company I) will strive to treat customers fairly,
courteously, and respectfully.
(Company I) will strive to assure complete customer
satisfaction with products and service by striving for excel-
lence in every area of its operation.
(Company I) Objec tives Related to the Public
(Company I) will strive to participate in community,
state and national affairs.
(Company I) will strive to participate in programs
compatible with company beliefs which promote individual
freedom, development, responsibility, self-help, and personal
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(Company I) will strive to Ln1 :rpre1 its actions
promptly and accurately to the public.

Purj
(C< ) Li In business for the purpose of earning
a fair and adequate profit as a means in accomplishing the
followj ng
:
1. To accept and fulfill its responsibilities in
perpetuating the private enterprise system,
recognizing that it is this system of government
which has given it this opportunity in the first
place
.
2. To perpetuate the Company for the benefit of all
who depend upon it.
3. To compensate its investors for risking their
capital in its behalf.
The Company intends to accomplish this purpose by:
1. Participating actively in the affairs of the
community, the state, and the nation to make the
independent sector of the society in which we live
more effective in meeting the needs of the people
rather than depending on an inefficient, dicta-
torial, centralized federal government to do so.
2. Creating a dynamic growth Company with ( )
as the nucleus of its growth.
3. Producing a superior product value at a price
which the mass market can afford to pay through
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I use of larketing and produ I
4. Selling customer service and as si ' as muc]
product, since individual products come and -
but a dese] /ed reputation for top service will
provide continuing customers for all products we
i : offer,
5. Working toward full employment for the employe*
of the Company and offering competitive wages and
benef ;i ts .
6. Acting in a fair and honest manner in ail our
dealings within and without the Company, cultivat-
ing an image which truthfully reflects our con-
victions and intentions throughout the society in
which we live and in the minds of all who come in
contact with it,
7. To extend our loyalty to all those customers,
suppliers, and professionals who deserve and earn
it.
8. Helping our customers earn fair and adequate
profits from their resale of our products, realiz-
ing that our profits ultimately depend upon the
profit of our customers.
9. Developing people to their maximum capability





personal gral LJ bion of accompli ^ it.
10. Recognizing the permanence of change and conduct-
ing our affairs in such a manner to make char
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